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ABSTRACT

SpeotroJilotometric studies

or solutions or 2,2;8;a.

tetrakie(hy'd.roX3'Jllethyl)-3, 7-diau•l,S19-nonanetr1ol,
(HOCH2),ctJICH2CB(OH)CH~C(CH~H):3, with

cobalt (ll) gave

evidence of complexes having metal-ligand ratios of 1:2 and 1:3.

Complexat.1.on appeued nearl.7 complete at pH 8 or greater.
Betwen pH 8 and pH 11, the politions of the maxima in the

absorbance spectra remained essentialq constant and no prec1p1tat1on was ob1ened.

'lhe 112 complex f'ol'lled rapidlyl

tid.le the l:' complex formed more slowly, requiring one to two
weeks to reach equillbr:l'Ulll, after 1ihich the solutions remained

unchanged over a period

or

several months. Erl.dence of the li 2

ccaplex was obtained using the elope-ratio (32) vlthin one hour

of the initial Jibing.

At later times, precipitation 1n the

solutions conta1n1ng high relative metal concentrations inhibited
measurement..

Attanpts to prepare analogous cobalt (m) complexes were
misucoessf'nl. Modification of the method or Laitinen
("4) produced solutions 'tthose spectra changed so

am

rapid~

Burdett

that the

changes could be observed lfhile the solutions were being measured.

Precipitation .followed 14tbin two to three hours.

The complexes of' 2,2,8,8-tetrametbyl•:317•d1aza-S-nonanol,
(CH:3)fHHCH CH(OH)CH~C(CH:3)), appeared so unstable under the

2

experimental conditions that even at high llgam ratio• precipitation

or

the hydroxide occurred and measurements could mt

be made.

(11)
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I. DT.RDDUCTION:
Pierce and Wotls (6.5) prepared a mnber of po~
amines in this laboratory.

and other

or

po13'h1d~md.n.a

Ot.hef' J101'kers have. studied these

aa ehel.ating agents with elements

the transition series •. (ll,20,26,28,36,59)

The conpounds p:reparedand studied all conta1.ned the
~~pylenediud.ne bl'i.dge structure~ RNBCH2 (CHOH)al~.

with 't'4l'iOUf!l R grou;pa such asi

1)

HO-CHrClfz- •

2) (CH;)~-

3) (~}(Cfl3).CS. • 4) (HO-ali)~ ~ S) (at3)3c- .~

6) {Ho-cH2)(CH3) 2C-t 7)

(H~2)2(CH3)C- ~

8)

(H~),c- ~

. Although the pr!ncipal points ot attachment ot these
ligands t.o the metal ions appeared to be at the s1tes of
the tw aino n:l:tl-ogens, tcmdng a

~embered

eh.elate ring;

B
0

H c"
~

C•H

"·ar

mm2

,~,

t.here was the possibility of the fo1'11l&tion ot additional
linkages to the metal by the

~l groups

of the

liga?Xl~

especially under conditions of high pH mere the removal ot
the alcoholic protons might be possible.

Unequivocal evidence

of the role of the h1dr<>J\Yl groups had mt been dete?minecl;

however, the stahUifu constant data for canplexes with

cu

(II) and Ni (II) ions suggested either of the i'ollcndng:

l} 1'he

ligmis

were quadridentate such that

two o! the OH groups

or

the ligand would

participate 1n chelaticm.
2) ihe cbel.ates fomed under these condit1.ons

wul.d be pol1m1clear.

It was felt that a mo:re extendve study or the oomplexes
fomed

be~

cobalt and certain of these amines was needed.

The amines chosen lmre 2.2.8;8,-tetrald.s(h,ydro:x;,V21J.eth;1l)·3•7•
diua-l•.5.9-nown1etl"iol~ (~)fNHCH2CH(OH)CH2'll!C(CH20B)3,

he?-ea.f'ter' called "D1sectt, and 2,2.s,8-tet!'amethyl-3,7-diaza-

.S-nona.nol, (at,):f!Nlt-,CH2CH(OH)al~~c(CH.:3),, hereafter called
"~oln.·_.(21)

·1lis thesis glves tho :results

or· the investigation ot

the coordination properties of these· ~s ldth cobalt.

II. FUNDAMENTALS:

A. Ba.sic Concepts:
A Class of compounds. ~. :variousl1' as RAA;dWt\on

SPaPOBl'1Si • mfrt.M S9!1Rl.§?W!, or cgmpl!)Xes, ·has been recognized
tor lUl\V 7Gars.

These compo'Unds, cont.all a cluster. or ions or

molecules attached to a centl-al atom or

ion~,

usuailJr' of

a

metal~

SUbstanees using "seccmar.r valences" · (el~ .donors) are
said to be coordinated to the metal and a1'e known as ligands~
Many oompl«Xes ·tend

to retain theb identities 1n ·solution,

althougn pa:rttal dissociation.may- occur.
or

~ed.

'Ibey mq be charged

depending upon the sum ot the charges

or the

cen-

tral a:tom. and the surrounding ligards, mi more than one kind

of ligand

'l!Jay

be attached to the central atca. \.hen a ligand

can OCCUW' more

than one cool'dination position, r.bJg fomation

reaults; the complex so formed was called a

Mel.Ate by' Morgan

and Drew (56) , and the ligands were called cheJ.at.1.r!g agrr\;§c!

Utr1.de.ntate, bl.dent.ate, terclentate, qu8dl'identate, quinquedentate,
and eexadentate, were the te?ms proposed by Morgan and Drew to

indicate the ma.ber of dono:r- groups fl'O!ll a particulal" moleeule
<>l'

ion. '.lhe general term,

mult2.dentate. 1laS

also used.

~

nuclear complexes contain two or J110re metal at.a joined b;y
one o:t- more.bridging ligands, (8,68) Canplexes were~
divided into two broad classifications-normal complexes

am

penetration complexes. lomal. ccmplexes wet"e those 1hlch
rapidly dissociated reversibly in solution~ mile penetration

complexes ~bited little dissociation (approaohed equilibrium olowl7).
B. Histoey

Just when the first or this group of campounds was dis-

4.

ce>vered is unk.rlown. Prussian blue.

KFe[Fe(CN)6J~ produced

at the beginn1;ng or the eighteenth century' by Diesbach~ is

probably the Mrliest one on

l'ecord~

1he date of s1gnifi•

· cance ~ g:1.ven is that or the· discovery or hexsmmine
cobalt (m) cblol"ide~ cici • 6NH ~ by' Tassaert-1798~ (8)
.

.3

3

1. Wemer•s Theo17 (to)

'!he first.
~s

~t:rul

theory as to the nature oi' these

was enunciated almost 100 years later (1893)

b.r

.•

.Ali"red Wemer. 'Weiner's ideas had been preceded by' man.r
yea.rs in 'Which various proposals were made. on4"

to be later

rejected in favor of. newer ones. Wemer utilized. tlrl.s prev.1.ous 11>rk and even incorporated

som~

'

of it into his om

pl"Oposals.

Statements made by Claus in the 18501 s and :rejected

b.Y' other wrk&l's appeared 'ld.th slight modifications· as a
part of

W~'a theoey~

(s:L)

Blomstrand and his

student~·

s.M~ J'rgf!JD.Sm proposed a "chain theory" based on an analog

w1th orgamc amines,. tidch aroused contention between
J~rgf!JllSf!lll an:l

Werner and stimulated their res8'U"ch (51)

FUndamentall3• Werner• s theor.r was quite

his wrdai

"Even

wen,

to judge

simple~

In

by' the valence number; the

combining power of certd.%1 atoms is e:xhausted; they Still

possess 1n most cases the power of partied.pat.ion turther in

the construction of complex Jttolecules 't4th the fomat.ion of

verr defim.te atomie linkages.
is to be tlraced back

'!he possibility of this act.ion

to the raat

that~

besides the

affini~

bonds designated as principal valencies, stlll other bmis on

the

atoms~

called auxUial7 valences, mq be called

aot10n". (73)

into

The fUndamental. postulates or the theory are:
l~

Two. types or valence al"e e:dtl.b1 ted by mo~t

elment.s:

a) ~ veimce and b) secondary

valence. Primar.y valences must be sa.tiar.ted
by negative ions, 'Nhoreas; secondar.r valences

mq be satisfied by eit.her negat!:ve ions or

neuti-al molecules.
2.

Ever;r metal hes a find number

valences (coordination

number)~

or

secol'Jdar.r

.

3. Every element tends to. satisf)' both ita prima.r;y and secondary valence.

4. 1.he

secondary valend.es are directed towal'd

fixed positions in space.

Two marked departures from prevailing theo17 were .made
in the developitent <Yf Werner• s theoey arxl postula.tes.
First. he discarded the "chain theory". in favor of a centJ:talized corurtru.otion sim:llar to that proposed b;y Kolbe in 186o. (;8)
In this construction there w.s a central atom aJIOllnd llbich

other atoms, molecules or ions arranged or coordinated t.hElllsttlves.

Second, he deviated from t.he inadequate valence theory

or his day.
Werner began rzl.th the concept ot the valence Of the central atom.

or

He pointed out that valence varies lid.th the nature

the elements with l'hich the central atom is in combinat.ion-

valence is not. an invariant property.

He pictured metals as

hav.1.ng inner. and outel" coordination spheres.

'!hose groups

bound covalently he described as being ~eld in an inner

coot'dinatton

sphere~

ltbile negative ions which gave the usual

tests 1i10ro in the outer sphere.

6.

Coordination !omulas were devised in mich primary
and oeconda.r,r valences were distingttlshed.

'lhe m.1Iltber of

grou.ps directly' attached to the central atom he called the
coordination m.miber.

He proposed spatial configurations

(Figure 1), explained geometric isomers and predicted

optical isomers. He danonstrated .s!i-trAM 3.somerl.sm in

both tetra-coordinated

and hsxa-coordinated complexes

(Fig'Ql"e 2) as well as optical isomerism (Figure 3).

(22.Sl,S.5)

The electronic theory of va.lency, proposed by Le\d.s 1n

1916. and extended by Langmuir in 1919, allowed chemist.a to

express Wemer's valence concepts in tems of elect.Tons. (94)
2.

Contributions

or Sidgwick

and U>'Wl"Y ( C. ,, 9 7)

Sidgm.ck a..l'J.d Lowry are lal"gely responsible for putting

'!hey suggested that

Werner•s theor,y on an electronic basis.

primary' valences wre satisfied by electron transfer

secondary valences by electron pair aha.ring.

am

Sidgwick

intrtxiuced the coordinate bond tor the case in lidch both
electrons in a shared pair originate on the same atm.

suggested that sinoe all 111oleeulos

and

He

ions lilhich can attach

to metal ions seem to have at least one unshared pair of

electrons, this free electron pair is parti.ally donated to

the metal ion in the formation

or the

bond.

bond is called a dative er semipolar bond.

'!be resultant
It may be rep-

resented by an arrow, L ... M; indicating that the donor group,
La has supplied both electrons to the acceptor, M.

Sidgwick al.so proposed the concept of ei'fective
nu:iber (EAN), stating that metal ions 'Kl.11 continue

at.omi~

to accept

electron pairs b'om donors untU the metal in the CCDplex has
the EAN or the neoct noble gas.

This~

be illustrated ld.th

7. .

rs

/'IJ/3
C. I

I
I

':p~

NH3

· C/.

-Pt

C/

La

Cl

b

(«)

.
CIS.

(b)

H:f'&>.re 3. - D ptica..I I Somers

0.

fro..ns.

B.

(co(NR3>6]:3+.
Co (III) contains 24 electrons

6 NH:3

donate

ot

Co (m)

EAN

12 electrons

'6

electrons (the AM

or Kr)

This rule applies espeoi~ to the volatile metal carbo?\Yl.s
such e.s Fe(C0).5.
Although JJ.at\Y known OO!llJ>lex ions follow this rule, there

ars a large number of except.ions. For

is tetra-coordinate in
(Fe(CN)

]3--

6

[FeeliJ"

example~· Fft (III)

and hexa-coordinate

Wich

1n

In the iron pentace.rboeyl

:never obeys the :rule.

mentioned above. the oxidation state or Fe ia zero.
Modifications of

Sidgrdc.~' s

theory were necessary to

o!':f'set the serious probl9.1l or the accu.nUJ.ation of Vf!ll'Y high

negative charge on the metal. (23)
Presen~~

three more or less distinct theoretical

approaches to the bonding in complexes are recognized:
(1) The Valence Bond 1'heory, (2) '!'he Crystal. Field 'lheo17
with Ligand F.i.eld modifications, and (3) 'lhe Molecular Orbital

'l'heory.

Of these approaches,

designed. specifically
B~

~

the Ligand Field 'lheory was

to explain complex compounds.

Theories ot Bonding
1~

Vglence Bond

lbeow

Valence Bond 'lheory is attributable ma:!n'.cy' to tho efforts

of Pauling (1931) to give quantum mechanical validity to the

terrts-Langmuir-Sidgwick ideas

or

the coordinate

bom.

'lhe

theory deals with the shapes, magnetic manents and structure

or the eleetronio ground state or complexes.
'Iha rollotd.ng asS'ampt.i.OM are basic

to the theory:

(a) The central metal atom makes available a number

of equivAlent orb1tal.a, equal to its coordinat.1.on
n'!Dw, tor the fo:rmatlo.n or covalent bonds 111th
li.g41ld orbs.tali~

(b) Oftrlap or a vacant aetal orbttal 'N:lth a t.llled

donoi- orb1ta1 gives a covalent

bond

!omit!~

J1.maa-bond.

although aovalent, mq possess

('l'he
OC)D.-

siderable polat':!:f:\T because or its mod• or fOl'lltat.1.on,)

(c)

xr au.1.table 4 electrons or t.h• metal at'9 present
ill an orblta1 'tidch can «>verlap w1 th a vacant
donol'

orht.t.al~·

a t'l'-bond mq be :toned. A 1'-bom

changes cbaJtge d1st'tibuUon web that !Q.ga-bcmds

a:re strengthen«t.
Diagrams.tic repHSentatt.ons are common in this &ppl'Oach.
Fol" a ooaplex such as [Cl"{NH )~;, the following t\rpe of

3

diagram is usedt

lfP

4s

ft· It It

lxxl~I

[fil

Inlxx Ixx I

Figure 4. (1 'I)

F>:'OI!l this

-d:tag?>•• th• follcnd.ng infom.ation mq be obta.inech

(l) 91•

qualitat1~

order of

m~ea

ot orbU:als is

(4p> 4s))l).
(2) A~· hybrid is to:rmed and occupied

b.r e1x electron

pairs.
(3) 'Jhree

.£ oridtals

remain to be occapied by th1"ee

!

electrons in acco!'d 1d.th Hund•a rule~ therebf t'flndering the campound paramagnetic•

.Although the Valence Bond Appl'Oaoh is a comenlent. JllOdel.

eoncep~.

there are sevel-al detects.

(1) Valence Bond '.nleoq ia lild.ted to a qualltat.1.ve

cplanation ot

piro~es.

(2) It predicts neither spectra t¥>r detailed ~tic

properties.
(3) Splitting .of .s1 ene?'gy- levels is not aot1sidered•
(4) 'ihe theot'T doesn't account tor or predict the

1."elative energies of' different struotu:res. (22)
2.

c.asw v.11s..LMw aeld '1h!9r{

(a) 1'he Sbrple Eleetrostatld Theot7
Around

19~ •

an application

ot

a simple electroatatd.o

theorr to bo?XJing in complexes was dneloped
De noer and by Garrick

..mo applied

bJ' Van Arlcel

md

the p0tential 8nel'f3 equa.t1ons

or electrostatics t.o their bonding model. (22)(.11, rt)
Using a purficy' eleotrostaUo model, regular

~gurations

mq be expected f'or all the posfd.ble coordination mabers provided the ligaJX18 are identical,

cm. for coordination rmmb~a

2,4 and 6, the expected contigurations 110Uld be linear~ tetra-

hedral and octahedral respect1Tely, since these cont.i.gtll'ations
wul.d give the m1n1mum ot 2'epUls1ve forces.)

Metal ions and

ligands are COllSidered l"ig1d ard tm:li.storted in this

tHai:ment~

'!he simple electrostatic model 5.s not applicable in all
CQ.Ses.

Square pl~ complexes cannot be justified on the batd.s

or this model. 'lhe theory can account f'w neither magnetic•
speotral r..or k:tnetlc properties. :tons

or the

transiticm aeries orten form ecmplexes

or greater

second and t.h:ird

stability-

those of the first row transit-ton elments, Uiereas their

than

f!om-

plaxes 11Dul.d be pl"t!dicted t.o be less stable due to the gt'eater

size of the heav.ier ions.

11.

(b) 'the Cr,y1tal Field 'l'heo17 ( CFT)

Ceyatal field ·conections are important in accounting
tor di.fferenoea among the tl'ansi tion aetal complexes, J'et1
the simple electrostatic attractions accotmt for aoat ot the
bond energies.

application or

Although first proposed b.r Bethe in

m

1929~1:.he

to coordination compoU%¥i8 ia quite recent. (6o)

'!he interaction between the central metal ion and its surrounding ligand• a1 explained by the Crystal Field '1heo17 is
st1ll oonaidered an eleetroatatio

one~

in which the central

ion and the surrounding ligands are regarded ~ 11 point Charges"
'!he CrJ"Stal Field TheoJ7 deala vlth orbitals and electioona
rather than rigid entities.

As a first approximation, the

orbitals of the central ion are considered as separated trcm
the ligand orbitals. '!he theo17 is prim~ concerned With
the effect on Ji orb1tals caused b,y 'ftl'ious electrostatic fields

al'isirJg fJ'OJl ditfering geometries and at.Joength ot ligands.
In a field•f:ree ion or atom Jn

degenerate and ot equal energy.

4 level is displaced

the Ji orbital.a are

&iera ditterentiaticm occurs

in an electroatatic field created

The entire

xaa,

b7 the presence

or ligands.

to some new 1mlmown value, in-

dicating that all Jl levels are repelled

1ligh~

by the ligands.

Orbitals oriented tA:>nrd the liga!lda are then raised in energy

1"..th respect to the orb1tala oriented between the ligands.
The s1milar1t7

or

the field produced .by the ligands to that

experienced by ions in ionic cr;yata11 accounts for the name,
Crystal Field 'lheol"J'. Crystal field splitting

or

the .d. orbitals

of a central ion in regular complexes of various structures is
indicated 1n Figures.

'!he enera ditterenoe between the new sublevel.e is called

dxi::::yJ..
/

,
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(.~1)

,_,

.

!\)

the CJ.78tal field stabilization energy ( CFSE) and ia meaeured

!n t«ms of a parameter, 10 Dq

01'

d. Delta is a mea.irure of

the crystal field strength-the stronger the field, the larger

~ • 'lh.e zero of energy for the

to

crysiai field

effect ie taken

be that for a random occupation of the split

an electron.

sl orbital.a

by

The CFSE is then the gain in energy due to the

preferential filling or the lower lying

4 levels~ 1here is

no change in the energy of .the system due .to splitting if all
five orbitals are equally

occupied~

'!here are at least two significant opposing tendencies

in determining the population distribution

or £ electrons

under

the innuence of a crystal field:

l.

'!he temency tor electrons to occnw the lowst
lying orbitals as far as possible.

2. The tendeney for electrons to enter different
orbitals vith thei!' spins parallel.

When there

a%"e

onl1' 1,2 or 3 £electrons, both Umden-

cies can be satj.sf'ied when the electrons oceupf dirterct
orbitals with their spins parallel.

With

~

4,5,6 or 7 .d electi-ona

there are two possib.1.lities dependent upon the strength of the
field produced by the ligands:

a) a lWdmm apin state 1d.th

a minimum number of lJJ1paired electrons, orb) a milJhna sp1n

state tdth a maximum number or electrons requiring pairing ot
electrons in the

~

level. For all configurations other than

do.d,; (high spin) and d10 • the splitting lowers the total energy

or the system.

'lbis decrease is the crystal field stab111zat.1.on

energy.

U • in a d) case, the splltting or the

4 levels

is small>

indicating a weak field, a fourth electron 'WOU!d be expected

14.,

to enter a deatab:Uizing •g orb!ta1 because the gain in CFSE

frcm entering a

~g

orb1tal ia not great enough to ]n'OV!de the

required pairing energy.
It the spl1 tting is large. electron pairing occurs.

'the

CFSE is higha by 2/S 6 0 • but the gain in energy ia o~

(2/5 ll

electron pairing energy).

•

0

(22,24)

The Crystal Field \'h9017 is ad'Yantageous for prediction
of:

(l) favorable coordination numbers, (2) etereochemistr.r,

(3) reaction paths, (4) !lagnetio pl"Operliea, and (.5) absorption

Spectra.
Due to its emphasis on the orbitals and electrons ot the

central atca, CFT becomes leas accurate aa delocal.iza'ti.on ot
ligand electrons and orbitale beccmes 11.ore blporta:nt.

C1'18tal

Field 11190l"J' giTes littJ.• inf'ol'lll&tion about a:cited stat.ea in
lllhich there is electron or ch8!'ge tranafel'.

(c) '111e Ligam

n.eld

'l'heo17 (LFT)

Ligand Field 'lheor.r is an outgrowth or the

CrJst&l Field

1.'heor.Y and 1a often duignated u the "CF'T•LFl". It vu fcmnd
that tn

or

the results

or CP'T were

ac~ .dependent

upon

the existence ot a lattice, therefore, most of them could be
carried over to the bdio model

the coordination cluster.

ot coordination ohemi.str;r-

'Ibe tena Ligand Field 'lheor.r has

been employed to cover all &Sl*Jts or the runner in which an

ion or atom is infiuenced by its nearest neighbors.

Ligand

Field Theo17 contdnl CFT as a special case.
Many

ot the rGSUlts of LFT are dependent on]J' on the

approximate symmetr;y

or

the ligand distribution around the

central ion rather than on the particular ligands or the

details

or

their locations.

(24,68)
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3. Moleatet Orlzl.ta:L

lbeoty

1he Molecular Orbital approach (MO) is the l\Ost general

or all the

approacbea to complex ion formation.

F.lrst applied

b,y Van Vlect, t.be methoa cploya the same orb!.tal• or the cen-

tral ion as does the Pauling method, as

vell as the available

orbitals of the coordinating ligands Wd.ch are direct.eel toward
the .,.ntral

•t.om.

(24) ltt)

Since the Molecular Orbital approach can deal with energy
levels quantitativeJ3', molecular orbital energy level diagrams
mq be used Vf!lt7 conveni.ent'J.T.

(Figure 6) A group or composite

orbitals is made for the set or 11.game. 'I.hen, symmetr1es

permitting, these are combined td.th the atamic orb1tale ot the
metal ion to pi'Oduce the desired bonding and ants.bonding molecu•
l.ar orbital•.

'!he representation of the bonds utilises a linear

combination of atomic orl:d.tala, LCAC>. '!he orbitals are then
filled successively v1th the available eleobons, beginning

With the lowest energy orbital.a.
'!he symbolism used ia baled on degeneraey and symmet.r;y of
the orbitals. Fo:r an octahedral. cora.Plax, the metal o:rbitals

ue indicated as shown:
Table I.

.Atsds

orbital

.Px• Py•

°x,a...,a,
d~· ~·

Hotat1on

Pz

d8 a
dys

'.the notations A

am 11 refer

to non-degenerate orbital.a.

Molec.u.lo..r Orbita.ls

Me.to.I Orb1"to..ls

-! u.*

~~
QI

O't'b;+a.1$

:Bondi~~ oY"bito..ls I ie.
below non bondin9 o.,.b;iCl.ls
which O.Y'e belo"" (2.ntiboncl\n~
O't'b;~a.\5,

00
r~

Li90.nd Com bino..i-1°0\'\.

~

5

de3enet"O.te{ e3

Q)

~-~1

+®
®
.ts
cl,."I

e:J

clXZ.

t-,

'Ao

ll electr-ons
de3e"nero-..fe

Q.'3

si3mo..- bondJ,'n3
o'r bit a.\'

o..,sT; .... c 6.
3

-

Qu.o.fifo.fi,,e. di 0.31"0.Yl'I fol" flie mofecu.lo.v- o,.bi~o.ls of a.rt ocfo.heJ.,.o.I
4" complex au.ch a.s [rli (NU}4 ] 2 + (,.,,~~o..t 1T-l.o,.Jin3). (2.4)

I-"

°'

•
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1 to two.fold degenerate orbitals

and~

to three-fold degen-

erate orb!.tals. 1.lhe oonesponding capi ta1 letters are used
for the respective energy

states~

Nmerical aubsorl.pts mq

dii"terenttate mcmg molecular orbitals of the same degeneracy

or they- mq have a special meaning.

A center

or

synmetr;y is

indicated b;r the subscript, & (gerade) i an orbital for mi.ch
there is a change or sign on renection

~11

the center of

s,mme;tr.r is indicated b;r the subscript l1. (ungerade). §.

and

51

atomic o:rbitals are ,g and .2. orbitals are Jl•

Ccnbination ligand orb1tals can be obtained having •g• 8:i_g•
and \u symmet?'7.

Each combination orbital plus a metal orbital

having the same symmetry- gives a sip.ma molecular orbital.

'the

t2g metal orbitals ue hen-bonding since m ligand combination

orb.1.tals w1th t2g 8'11Dlet17 are available. In Figure 7a are

shown the

ngma bonds formed b1' atomic orb1tal overlap.

The

111etal !. orbital. fo:ma a dm bond vith the liganl orbita1 ot

8lg ezymetry-. The wave functions ot all six llgam orbitals
have the same sign as the metal J!. orbital.

The

corr~nding

or the
the f1x"'-i'

anti.bonding orbital woW.d involve reversal of the sign
wave function of the ligand orhltal.

'lbe d8 a and

orbital.a combine with ligand orbitals having eg eymmetry,

llbile

eacm metal l?. orbital

comb1nea with a ligand combination

ot"bita.1 involving tm ligands.

T.he metal bonding orbitals are

the same as those involved 1n d3 sp8 hybridization or the
Valence Bond treatment.

-

(Figure 7 b,c and d).

It the ligand

composite orbitals are of lower energy than the metal orbitals
with mich they are combined, the electrons in the bonding

molecular orbitals wlll be concent?ated more 1n the region ot
space close to tlie ligand, aJld the electrons in antiboniing

18.

z.

(a.)

z

(b)

-s
z

(C.)

Comb;r'\o..tion

sisnia. bortdS
(e)

z

(d)

of o.fomic.

in

O.V\

z

1fA-/s to form

0

O'f'b

octa. he dt'o.. (
(f)

COM

z

x

t,u.

t1!1

-l-wo S~W'I metv-!J i!jpQS of '7f-bor'ldf3
In oc~o.hedro..I com rle.><e.s

rle)(
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orbital.a 1d.ll be eoncent?'ated more in the neighborhood of the
metal ion.

Nonbonding electrons are located on the metal ion.

In an octahedral oomplex, twelve ligm:l electrons can

'lhe metal J! electrons must enter

enter the bonding orb1Ws.

the non-Sm.!•bonding t 2g orb1tala and the anti.bonding e
8
orbitals. The anti.bonding orbitals are those into which el.ea.
trons mq be exc1ted from the

energy.

~

'!'he greatei- the extent

orb1tals by absorption

or

or

overlap of the .l'! orbitals

ot the metal ion w1th ligand orbitals• the higher 1d.ll be the
energy or the. anti.bonding~ eg*, orbital.

\oalen tr-bonding is involved• the molecular orbital treat-

ment is the only approach giving a reall3' satisfactory explanation of the bonding.
in the source

or

'lbe two types

the donated

1T

electrons,

ligand orbitals used for Tr bonding are

or 11'-bon!ing difter
(Ir« or H-i..), The

gmer~

the norb1tals.

The ligand orbitals are canl:xl.ned t.o give ligand COMbination
orbitals of 11.u and ~g a,mmet,r.r.

Inn bonding, the

t2g orbitals split into bonding mi

anti.bonding orbitals as shOlm•

Metal
Orbitals

Molecular
Orbitals

Ligand
Orbitals

Figure 8.
~e

depression in energy pictured for the

~

n-bonding

orbitals increases the energr difference between the

~ and

the unaffected anti.bonding level• therefore, the magnitude

or

20.

/l 1a increased.

Hence a ligand 'llhich can tom a n-bond is

etronga than it would be i f it could not n bond. The in-

creased energy dif'ferenae between the

~

•

and •g states

due to ,,._bottcling is responsible for electron-pairing or lo,,.

spin complexes according t.o the Molecular Orbital 'theor.r.

A 11.u orbital is obtained from
in the same plane (Figure

~orbit.ala

1 e) yielding three

or four ligands

Tr

molecular orb!•

tals with "tiu SJlllllletr.Y on ovei-lap with JI?. orbitals

Each of the meta1

~

or

the metal.

orb1tals can interact w1th a ligand com-

bination orbital obtained from the

». orbS.tal.a

or tour ligama

with all atoms and orbitale in the same plane (Figure 7t).
'!'here are a total of six possible rr-bcmding molecular orbitals.
However, the metal tiu orbital.a are used for sigma boming
leadng

onl1' the anti.bcmding \u• level for 1T interaction

ligands. ,E! bonding

invol~

'Id. th

these high energy orbit.ala 11

not expected to be or great importance.
Without ,...bonding, the results of the molecular orbital

treatment are ao s1milal"

to

the or,yetal field representation

that the latter is adequate for most applications. Molecular
Orbital 'lheory include• the CJ'18tal Field and Valence BolXl

approaches as speoial cases.

Although Molecular Orbital

'lbeo17 is the most general treatment, an en.ct treatment !or
complexes containing many atoms is stUl di1'f1cult to obtain. (24)
D.

FACTORS AFFECTING THE FORUTION AND STABILITY OF CCJU'LEX IONS

Several

~sical

ation and stab:Uity

and chemd.cal :!actors innuence the rorm-

or

coordination compounds.

are shawn in chelate compounds.
f actora

ares

Some

or

Spec1.al effects

the more impol'tant

21.

l.

Enviromental Factors

Temperature arid prealfUl"e exert a great 1nfl.uence in some
Elevated temperatures may shift equilibria and change

cases.

absorbtion intensities.

A reduction in pressure often results

in the loss of volatile coordinating groups such as water in

hydrates and ammonia 1n amrdnes.
2.

Concentration Factors
The stabilities of complex ions in solution mq be great-

ly innumced

bT concentration changes

Ulich cause equil.1brim

shifts in accord with Le Chatelier•s principle.
'·

Nat'Ul"e of' the Metal Ion
'lhe most stable complexes are often romed bJ" the t2'ami..,

tion metals and the metals 1mmediatel.1' following them.

1.he

cations 'Wich serve best as centers for coordination are those
with camparatively small sizes and high nuclear or ionic charge.
The Ef'fective Atomic Number concept has been particulul.1'
successfUl with metal carbonyls. (61) InatabUity is expected

when the EAN is one or two units greater or less than the atomic
m.rnber

or

Exceptions to this general-

the next noble gas. (.51)

ization have been p:-eviousq noted.

'fhe order
ions 1

or stability of cClll!lplexea or bivalent metal

Pd ) Cu ) Hi ) Pb ) Co

has been noted

(See· page 8.)

bT Mellor

>

f.n )

and Maley (53&).

Cd )

Fe )

Mn )

Mg,

'l'bi• order baa been

observed to hold tor all ligands studied by them.

'lhe order

for etb;ylenediand.ne and propylenediud.ne chelatea measured b;y

Carlson

_u. J!l.

(14) support these data.

indicate the same order !or ccmplexes
hdnodipropionic acid, and

(1,5a,17)

Chaberek and Martell

or 1minodiacetic acid,

J3 • bydroJ\fetbyllm1nodiacetic acid.

However, sOJ1e deviations from this series have been

22.

observed by Irving and W1lliam1 (17 a,b).

The difference in

(49)

etabllit,y for 8\10cead.ve metals 111 sOllletillea small.

4, Nature

or

the Ion Outside the Coordinat.ton Sphere

'lb.e tendencies of the external ions to enter the coordi•

nation sphere often affects the atab:ll1t.iee ot coordination
compounds.

Extemal

at the expense

or

10111 mq

enter the coordination sphere

the material. already coordinated to the

metal. Iona such aa

er, sar-,

c1-~ Bl-'9,

c2o4·2,

and

No 2-

have a gl"eat tendency to do this. Ritrate and perchlorate
ions show little tendency toward replacment.
Pfeiffer and Schmitz {631>) showed that the atabUity or
chel.atea

or EDU 'Id.th copper and other metals was

dependent on the natun
solution.

For example,

atable toward HaOH, hilt
in the salt, Cu(OB)

s.

~ature

or

grea~

or the remaining pod.tin ions in
the dieodium salt or the chelate was

mm Ca+2 or

Zn+2 replaced the aodim

precipitated.

2
the Ligand

'lbeoretioal.17, al.moat arq group containing an atom which
has an 1mshared electron pair mq act as a coordinating agent.

In pracUce the number of donor atoms is 11mited. Stloong coordinating

g?'OUPI tend

to replace weak ones producing complexes

of greater stabll1-t¥.
1he relative sizes of aetal and ligand are important in

detendning the maber of ligands that can tit arcnmd tht ·metal
ion.

ihere are several 11m1t1ng radius ratios (M s L) which

.detemine the coordination number or the metal ion.

these ratios are sh011D in the tollowlng table.

Some or

TABLE 2 (51)

M: L

Formula

coordination

Arrangement

Imber
ML2

o.oo -

0.1,5

2

collinear

ML3

0.15 - 0.22

3

tr.1angular planar

ML4

0.22 .. o.41

4

tetrahedral

ML4

o.41.- 0.59

4

square planal"

ML6

o.41 - 0.59

·6

octahedral

Fajans and Tsucbida observed that the replacaitent ot one
ligand by another ligand often caused a shitt ot the spect!'m

to either -longer or shorter wavelengths. Jn arrangement of
ligands in order of the •agnitude

the spectrochemical aeries.

or

the ehift is kno1Gl u

1'he more common ligands are

placed in the following orders

I"9 <.. Br•<

sa· < Cl•<

N0

•
3

<

,- < urea< oli ~ oNO· <acoo· < Cil42- < Bil< NCS- <glycine (
EDT.l <pyridine < m3 <etbylenediamine <dietbylenedim ne <
triamin>ethylamine < dipyridine <ortho-phenanthrollne < '80 2- <<
'lhe shii'ta to higher energies are associated vith the

a(".

ligands on the right side or the aeries.

(59)

Steri~ Strain

6.

Large, bullq ligands tend to tom. less stable canplexes
than do analogous 1!11.aller ligands because

or

lteric factors.

For example, ethylened1oine roma more stable caaplexee than

(ca

>F2CH/(CH3) 2•

3

The strain 1• soaetimM due to the

gecnetry of the ligand coupled 14th the stereochemistey' of

the metal complex.

For example, H2'J(CH2)~(~)2'ffl(~ 2)~ 2

can coordinate its :f"our n1trogen1 at the comers or a square
but N(~ m~ )

2

2 3 cannot.

(8,49,50.51)

24.

E.

STABILITI OF CHELATES
Steric effects. derived from. both the ligand 8l'ld the metal.

govern to a large extent the interaction of metal ions with sequestering agents.

1'he ability or inabiliv 01' an electron

donor group to approach the eydrated metal ion (ateric effects)
as well as the basicit,' of the grolJP are the Pl'ilu.17 atruotural
f'actors lid.ch must be considered when urd.dentate electron donors,
euch as and.Des, react with a given metal ion.

BLnd1ng together

a number ot auCh groups into a single chelating agent greatl1'
increases the importance of ateric effects.

'11le stability ot

the complex ie also dependent upon other factors such as the

eize

and

number of chelate rings fo:rmed.

The tnnuence

or ligand

structure on the .atabilities or metal chelate o011pouma ia thus
seen to involve properties found

o~

in chelating agents, aa

well as effects which are common both t:o chelating and unidentate

ligands.
l.

Sit:e

ot Chelate

Rings

Since the early work

or

or

Ley (46) on the CU (II) chel.ates

some simple a1no acids, conaiderabl.e qualitatiTe evidence

has been reported which indicates that the moat important

classes of aequestel"ing agent.a are those 1ibich can tom tiveand six-membered rings.

Rb2g qstad 1ritb more than six mm•

bera haTe generally' proven unstable.
2. Number of Olelate Rings

'1he stabilities or metal chelate• vary directl.J' 14th the

effective polydentate nature or t.he chelating agents. Good
examples of this structural ef'f'eot for ligands having the saae
ld.M of eleotl"O!l donor groups are the linear pol.yam.ine ohelates

or eu

(II) and Ni (II).

A comparison or the fol"lll&t1.on constants or the cu (tt)
complexes shown in Table :3 show that an increase 1n the

ber

or chelate rings 1n the l:l omplexes

gressive increase-in log

mole

or ligand

nature

or

AHA•

l'lUll•

results in a pro-

'!he tendenq to bind a second

also decreases 111th an increase in polydentate

the chelating agent. 'lbe .rteot or

b1nd1ng

the

electron donor groups together into a single molecule 1• al.so
shom by the table. Log
lo~ ~~ log

K).u

2

~

tor etqlenediamine compared to

tor RH) shows appro:dma~ a thousandfold

increase in stabilit\f' due to tcmution of a fiTe membered

chelate.ring. (16)
.

TABLE 3

Structure and auccesd.ve fomat1.on constants of
polyamine complexes and ehelatea.

cu (II)•

26.

3. Ettect or Ligand Baaicit7
Calvin and Wilson (12) tirst pointed ·out the correlation
between the.basic strength
the Cu (II) chelatea

or

or the

ligand aJld stabilities

a aeries or ealieylaldebyde

or

am

,A-diketone deri.Yatives, showing that the stab1litie8 VaJ7

direot.'q 'Id.th the buic strength ot the ligand within each

smes.

4. Ster.le Ettects
'.the presence of non-chelating subatituents 1n the

chelating ligand may 1nt.?1J<iuce either or both of two efteotas

a) an inductive effect '2bich change1 the basiciv

or

elec-

tron donora, or b) a 1ter10 interference 11hich prnenta the

most fawnblemetal•ligand orientation. Bond strain sufti•
cient t:o prevent complete

coo~tion

ot the metal ion mq

Baaolo•s inTestigation ot a wer1e1

result from ateric tact.ore.

of alkyl substituted etbylenedimdne derivatiTea serve• a.a an

illustration.

(7;9a,9b)

N and N,N'·alk71 substituted

e~lenediad.ne

chelates of

Cu (II) and Hi (II) have bad.cities great~ than the

unsubat1•

tuted ethylenediandne chel&tes of these ho metals. An increase
in the chain length decreuea the atab:Uiv ot the complex and
an increase in the sis•

or

the subatituent replacing

~gen

decreases stabilitr. D1aubat1tuted materials show great.eat

steric hilldrance.

Experiments using I-alkyl substituted

cines showed sillila.r effects.
F.

~

(6)

J.BOORP'IION SPFXTROPHO~ETRY

'Wheneyer a molecule is expensed to the alternating elec-

tromagnetic field

or

a beam of radiant enera, and the fre-

quen07 ot the incident radiation corresponds to one of the

natural frequencies ot the molecule, the J>adiation mq be

abaoi-bed entire]1' or in part, :lncreaeing the energ content

ot the molecule•

and an electronic trannt.1.on to an excited

state mq re8'U.lt.
In Figure 9, ie show a scbmatic energy-level diagram

for a simple diatmc molecule. A number of the ground state

vibrat.ional levels are populated at r0om temperature due to
the?'ll!al motion.

Howeveri the· enero differences between elec-

tronic level.a are much larger, therefore, on'-7 the lower electronic levels an occupied unde noraal c=dit1ona.
Absorption ot energr :1• · dependent upon the moleculu

structure ot the absorbing material..

For a structure 111th

loosely held or mobile electrons, the energy ditterence be-

tween the ground state

am

the excited state ia anall, and

the freqUe?107 of the radiation absorbed' is consequently low.
In polyatollic molecules, the mmber of 'f'ibrational. l\lblevell

becomes large and their spacS21g1 mall ao that' diacrete peak1
tend to coalesce into broad absorption hams or band emelopu.

This tendency is even greater 1n the 1iqUl.d state mere J>h1'81•

cal interaction between neighbors and·chmcal solntion cauaea
damping of the 'Vibrations.

Absorbing groups, among inorganic campc>\mdl, may involve

several atoms, (1.,s. MrD • and er,p 7•) • or single at.caia vi.th
4
incomplete outer S,-electron shell.a, 11hve c1Qle]1' epaced, imoccupied energy lnela are available.

Abeorpticm spectra f'or

these are thought to result fram charge transfer proceHee 1n
which electrons are transferred 1'rom one part o! the ion

to

another. Changes in the complexing groups considerably alter
spectra.
Incident radiation may be affected in different 'Wl1S \hen

28.

Excited
Electronic
State

Ground Electronic
State
..,) = 0

Intcrnucle.?.r separation between atcns

--·------·---------------FIGURE 9:

ENE:RGY-U~IE:L

DIAGRAM OF A DIA'I'OMIC MOLECULE

it contacts a substance. It may pass through v!th little
absorption or energy lo-as: the direction

ot the beam

mq be

altered b.Y' diffraction, refraction, renection or scatteri.ng
from suspended particlesi or the energy mq be absorbed tihol.11'

or part.1.ally.
The technique
laws:

l.

or

photanetry is baaed upon two flmdaental

The Bouguer or Lambert law states that, for a plane-

parallel beam of monochromatic light entering an absorb:lng med•
ium at rieht angles to the plane-parallel surfaces of the med•

ium, the rate

or

decrease in radiillt power with the length

or

light path through the.medium is proportional to the radiant
power

or

the beam. 'Jhua,
-

;>p=kt>b

where P is the radiant power
of the light path.

putt:l.ng p

= p0

or

the beaa cd b is the length

On integrating, changing to log10 , and

men b

• 0. the expression became•

2.

2.

(1)

p

'°3

log (P0 /P) • kb

(2)

Beer's or Bernard's law states that the radiant power ot

a beam of parallel monochrautic radiation decreaeea 1n a

sim1lar marmer •s the concentration of the light-abaorl:d.ng
constituent increases.

Thus,

2.:303 log (P0 /P) • k'C

llhere

c is

())

the concentration of the light-absorl:dng constituent.

3. '!he two

laws are often combined and Wl"itten with a single

constant aas
(4)

mere a is the absorpti"Vit.)" and C the concentration in grams
per llte1•.

Abaorbance is deN.ned as the product of absorpt1'd.ty,

optical path length and concentration, A • abC or A •E bC

where E- is the molar absorptiviV and

c is 1n moles

per liter.

Seve:-al. f'actors mq cause deviat10118 from the Beer-Lambert

Law.

Ilissociatl.on or association of the absorbing solute in

solution changes the nature of the absorbing species with changes
in concentration.

Temperature changes ahift the eq'Uilibrl..UR.

Strq light in the detector, scattered light or nuorescence
will also cause a deviation !rcn Beer's law.

(49,76) Kortum

and Seiler (44) indicate limitations in Beer's law which make

it applicable only to solutions

or low concentrations.

Let (46) was one o:r the first to recognize t.'lat color waa

an important and distinguishing characteristic or chelate compounds.

He used absorption spectra to d1st1nguish between

free metal icn.e aJld their chelatets, which he called inner-complex
salts. Pfeiffer (63) later used the same prlnciplu in bia studies

or alia.rin derivatives and o,o• ...dihydrm;yuo compounds.

Often quant1.tat.1.ve energy- calculations and physical m:1
chemical properUes can be correlated using Ceyatal F.leld 'lheoey.
The 'Visible absorption spectntm

or

a complex can be correlated

with the diagram or crystal field splittings.

1he colors or

·compoimds of the transition elments are due in maey cues to
transitions

or

electrons

between incompleteq filled

resulting 1n the abeorption

or quanta of light

4

orbi tale

energy. Trma1·

tions between the ground levels or coordillat1on clusters

am

the excited levels correspond to frequenc:d.ea from the far
infrared to the far ultraviolet.

Skeletal 'Vibrations

or

the

coordination cluster as well u electronic transitions not.
essentially- within the S. shell of the central ion Pl"-'Sent.

dif'1'1cultl.ea in interpretation

or

usually considered ill restricted

spectra such that. the l'ange

to the optical, near infruedi

31.

and ultrmolet regions of the spectrum.
ue

uaual.lT 1n

Ligand field spectra

the range between ,SOOO and 3() ~000 em·1 •

The spectra ot coordination compounds mq be classift.ed

into U,g1D9

f!Wt band!

and

chm• kansfer Jnand•·

'!he ligand

field bands are essent1all1' concerned vlth the tranaitiom b ..
tween 11. Ol"bitals separated by the application ot the ligand
.field 11hile charge trmarer bands are produced bJ' transitions

between levels corresponding to d1fterent electron d.1atribut1ona
among the metal and ligand atoms in the groum

states.

am

excited

(22)

Ilse and Hartmann

C'.36) called attention to

the value of

the Crystal Field 'Iheo17 in the •tud7 of the absorption spectra

of complexes when they applied the theoey to the eingle weak

absorption band ot the d1 system [Ti(H2o)6J3+.

A.in
10

l

5

__~~-15 10
( ~ in cm·1 x io-3)

o.__~...__~,____...,___..

'5

:J>

25

20

Absorption ot [Ti(H2oi J3+ --Figure 10.
Three features of the absorption band are important-its
pom:~on.

intena1-cy-

b;y the fact
group

am ld.dth.

'lh• vldth or the peak 1a caused

.

that the electronic excitation i• accompanied 'bJ' a

of 'Vibrational excitat.1.cma spread over a rang& or several

thousand wave numbers. 'the intensity ot the band 1a veey weak;
indicating a "forbidden" transition.
gives a

'lhe position of the band

~o value or 20~000 cm·l or app:roxima~ 51 kcal. per

mole.
'lhe number and -eypea or ccnponent.s into tmich an octahedral

field will split a et.ate ot given L is the same regardless o!
the dn configuration troa mich it arises.

'!be deaignat.1..ona ot

the states or the ion in the Cl"J'Stal field are the Mulliken
.,_bola; their origin is in group theor)", but they may be regarded ~ as labels.
1

TABLE

•

4 (19)
tate1 1n Cr,Jatal Field

States of tree ion

s

Ai

p

Ti

D

I +T
2

F

~+Tl+ T2

G

E

+ 2 Tl+ T2

'!be Co (II) ion. with d? electron configuration mq h&Te
an octahedral groUJld at.ate configuration of alt.her t,_gS e 2
1
6
in weak fields or ~ •g 1n strong t1eld1. Figure lla •how
a portion of the energy level diagram for Co (II) 1n an octa•
At auf'ficd.ently high octahedral field strength,
a 2E state originating in tbe-. 2G state ot the tree ion 1lll1

hedral field.

beccme the ground atate. Rather high Taluu of ligand field
-1

strength (Ao~ 15,000 cm ) are required to produce lov ap1n
octahedral Co (II) complexes-the high 1trqth ligand field
providing the pairing energy.

B1gb

have magnetic moments tram 4.7 to

Octahedral]T coordinated
allowed tran.sit.1ona1

Co

aidn. octahedral complexes

s.2 Jlf.
(II) should haTe th!'ee lpin-

4
4
4
4
'1' (F) to T • A and r (P).
1
"'"2g
2g
lg

1"he hexaquocobalt (D:) ion,

[eoC11io>6]t~ ·has

the visible

absorption spectrum shown in Figure 12.

1be absorption is

.... am in the blue region accounting for the pale pink
color. or the aquocobalt (II) • 'l'he strong absorption band
4

.

4

*1.ch 1s seen has been show to be due to a T1g('F) .. ~
tt-ansition, the shoulder on the high frequency side being a
consequence ot spin-orbit coupling in the 4T1 g(P) state.
'l'he 4.r1 g(F) ... 4T2g transition occurs at 1200 mp and is not .
show.

The free

co (m)

ion has as,.6 configuration and th:ua
l

baa the energy lnel. diagram aho'wrl in Figure llb.

'!he l'i.g

state originating in one or the high enera dnglet states
of the free co (m) ion drops Tffl7 rapi~
5T2g.

state at a nrr low value or /J.

complexes knolm., including

0

am crosses the

Near'.q all Co (m)

•

[~(H2o) 6J 3+and [Co(NH))6]3+~

hne diamagnetic ground states.

The visible absorption spectra or Co (m) complexes
may be expected

'

.

to consist or tranait1.ons tram the

1

A.ii

ground state to other s1nglet states. 'lhe two absorption
bmis found in the visible spectra
Co

or

regular octahedral

(m) complexes represent transitions to the upper states

Lrlg mi ~2g.
A table showlng visible absorption ma.xima tor selected
Co (II) and

co

(m) ccmplexes mq be taund in Appmlix D.

Several spectrophotometric methods are available for
the detemination ot metal-ligam ratios 1n complexes.
method

or

'!he

cont.inuouS variations, introduced by Job, and its

extended application, developed b.r Vosburg and Cooper as

as the methods of Yoe and Jones, Hanq
and French are often used.

am Manning,

and

well
Bent

-
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1. Job's method of contimtous variations ('8)
The method of continuous variations 11 a limple,

.•ta.bility or a compoulXi prov.i.ded the coRtt>onents in ques-

1he method ie readil.7

tion rorm on'.cy- a aingle compound.
applicable to cm.plex iona.

The proced11l"e imolvea the

variation of absorbance :in a series ot solutions containing
different ratios

or metal ion,

vbile the am of [MJ and

When the metal ion

[MJ, and chelating agent, (L],

[tJ are kept constant.
chelating agent are brought

and

together in the same ratio u thq mat :in the chelate,
the concentration or the chelate ie greatest tor a constant
sum. or the concentrations or the ru.ct.Uig substances. For
example; let H be the metal ion and L the chelating agents
(l)

then:

+ nL

M

(2) KML
D

II

.;!

ML

n

[Mt,J

11here K~ is

(M] [L'J1

the fomat1on constant.

[MJ + [L] = c, were C is a constant~
tration or ~ is greatest 1ihen [LJ/[M] = n.
U

then the concen1.he absorbanae

ot the solution is proportional to the chelate concentration
in regions were the chelate compound is the only absorbing

species.
It absorption due only to these species in solution is

considered, the absorb&nce can be expreesed as:
(3)

A :s b( E i[MJ

+

~ ~L] +

Ej:~J)

where b equals the path length and ~ represents the "Various
absorptivities.

36.

A factor• B• can be introduced to represent the differ-

ence 1rt the absorbanee, A.

or

equation (') and the correspond•

1ng absorbance t:r no reaction occurs when M and

t are mixed.

This gives the expression
(4)

B. • b

f E- (MJ
1

+ E- 2[tJ +

~fMtJ .. ( f 1[MJi +

were (MJt and. [LJt are the total aolarities or species containing M m:i L.

Assuming the ligand to be

opt1ca~

trans-

parent and a cell length ot 1 m., differentiation gives
(5) dB/dLt ar ( (- :J - (: 1) d(H~]/d(Lt,]
1ibich 1• the basis of Job's method. It can be seen frca

equation (5) t.bat a u:x1aua 1n (MLnJ conesponds to a maximum or Jld.JJiJlm 1n B and a plot

or B veraua

the ccnposit1on

of the solutions expressed 1n mole fractions 1llll. g1Te a
naxhnm or m1nhna .,alue correapoming to the ratio ot aetal

to ligand 1n the chelate.
To deternd.ne the aetal•llgand ratio, solutions or metal
1011 and ligand are mixed in var,ing proportiona

eorbance is aeuured at the vaTelqth

am

or JWdJma

the ab-

absorbance.

A plot or absorbance Teraua mole percent metal or mole
percent ligand gt·ves a straight line mich reaches a JWdmm
at the 1ll0le percent metal or llgun 1n the complex and then
breaks shaJ1>l.7 and decreases linearl.7 beyond the mole ratio
of the complex.

'!he "ahal'pness" of the peak depends on the

stability constant or the complex. For complexe• or low
stabilit,", the 11 peak" 11 rounded.
curYeS

2.

Figure 13 shovs idealized

tor Job's method.
Slope Ratio Method or Banq and Manning (:)4)

In the reaction, JIL

+ nM !; I.Jfn• it the concentration

of M is constant and in sufficient exce1s to •ake d1saoc1at.1on

f 2(LJt)

J.

s to the Inch

negligible, the· eqtd.llbl':lm conce.ntratift!l of .tbe complex I.Jf.n
will be esaent1ally, proport1onal to ;th•

~~cal

concen'b'a•

t1on or L. added. to the reactions ..therefore,
(1)

[IJinJ • Cil•

wheJte the brackets indieate the equilibrim

~oneentration

and c.the analyttcal O?" total,concentrat.ion. ·From. Beer's

(2) .A.

law,

where A 1a th.•

m

E b[IJ!nJ

aeasured absorban~e,

f the. molar abaorptiv.11:¥

and b the thic.'mess of the cell in centimeters.

Sub1t.1tuting

equation (1) into equation (2) gives

c:n

A • ~ b ~/m

If A1• plotted against.different analyttcal concentra•
tions

or L with

the eoncentration of Mconstant and in excess,

over the •traight line port.ion

or

the cune, equation (3) 1a

valid and the alope1s; will equal ~ b/a. ·Similarly9 i l L ia
in constant exoesa and the concentration or M'VU'ied,

(4)

[lJ!nJ • °tJ/n • ·

Plotting A against~ and taking the slope or the straight
line ~rt.ion,

s2 •

~ ~/n.

'.the ratio of the two elopes then

g1ve1the ratio of m/n.
In the derl.vation for the slope-ratio method, the assump-

tion was made that the equilibr.f:um · concentration of the colored
complex is

essential~

proportional to the· analytical concentra-

tion of the component not in excess •. Uthe complex formed is
hi~

dissociated I the degree. of' dissociation must be taken

into account.

Letting

0(

represent the degree

equations (1) and (4) are rewritten
(.5)

[LJtnJ •

(1

-« ) Ci,/m

or

dissociation,

39.

(6)

[IJfnJ

=(1 .o() ~/n

Whett9ft1' there is nb appreciable dissociation.·:·o( mq be
l'leglected. · Whenevett
be constant over

arrr

°" camot be neglected, ..1t must still
·

range in lfdch the absorbance is a linear

f\mctton or the concentration or either component. It

°"'

are equal~ thq will cancel g1v1ng the ratio

Bi/S2 = n/m.

o< and ol. 1 are

or

~-and

the elopes,

equal it the constant concentra•

tion ia the aam.e 11hen either L or H is in excess.

The slope ratio method 1• reliable as long as linearit.7

ot the cunea ahows that the absorbanee is directq proJM>l'tlonal
to the concentration, provided that th• eonceritration

excess component 18 identical 1n the two series

or

the

or measurements.

The slope ratio method will establilb the ratio ot color
forming radicals to metal ions onl3'.

3. Hal"Vq

and Manning 11odif'1cat1.on ot the •ethod ot

Yoe and Jonee

Yoe
plot

with

am

(34)

Jones tound that tor a Vfl?7 stable complex, a

or absorbance Tersua molar ratio or metal to ligand, H i L9
[)tJ constant, rose from the origin as a straight line aJld

broke sharply to constant

absorbance

at the molu ratio of the

components in the C011plex.
In the case

ot a complex that lm:lergoea appreciable dis-

sociation 1n solution, a continuous curve is obtained llbich
becomes approxbu.tel.7 parallel to t.he molar ratio axis
in

onq

o. large exc•a• or the variabl• component. Results obtained

under these oonditiona are uncertain.
Harvq and Harming suggest careful control or ionic

strength bJ" addition or unreaoting electrolyte to make the
C'U.l'Te break sharp:cy at the correct molar ratio

b7

suppression

4o.

'fhi• llOdirtoation baa

of the d11aoc1aticm of· the ccaplex.

been found quite etf'ective in 1UD1' oaaes •.
4. Method
~

ot Bent and Freeh (34)

the method

or Bent

and French t1IO sets ot solutions

are uaed. In one set the concentration of the ligand 1• held
constant and the co:noentrat:l.on of the metal ftr.led i · in the
second eet the concen'b-ation of the aetal 1• held oonatmt and

that of the ligand varied.

'J.he ionic strength 1n both groups

auat be held oonstant by use or a non-caapl.e:xing electrolyte •.
For the :following react.ton nM + llL .. ffnLm• the slopes

of plots ot log abao:rbance verna log
L g1v9a th• values for n

concentratio~

ot M and

and•·

'Ibis method 11 01iI3' apPlicable to solution• in dd.eh the

complex is highly dissociated.

Few literature reterences to

po~iam:lne

chelate•

ue available; h01reTer, a study of selected referencu to the
chelation

or

etlJ.ylenediudne and eubatituted etb,-lenediandne

proYes helpf'Ul.
Subatitution on the basic etiqlenedimdne aolecule. cauaee

several effects:
l. 'J.'he ugni tude ot the F8teric hllldrance increases
with the dse of the alkyl group replacing the aa1no qdrogen
in H•alkylethY'lenediaminee,_

1•.t••

in

a

.

8r11a1~2•

the. aore

bu11Q- the ft group, the greater the eterio hindrance.

2.

(9b)

General.17, carbon sub1titution in •tb71mediaine

has little effect on the coordinating tendenciee toward copper
and nickel; 1·.t·~ in Hf1aI.(R')CH.f5 • the size of R' bu little

2

41.

et.teat. on compl«!C tomation. SUbatitution ot this type also
C&U8es onl,y alight decreases 1n basic strength.

(7)

3. AJ.k7l groupa attached to n1trogen in eth7lenediamine

(59)

lower the atabllity- of the com.pl.exes :tomed.

a. leller (41) tcnmd monosubstitution or alkyl groupa
on nitrogen ehowed "no exceptional changes" in the
properiies or the tiew oomplex td. th :respect to non#Nbst:ltuted eth7lenediaine.
1t1Jdied vere:

The alql group•

methyl~ ethyl~

prowl, h1'droxy-

eth71, 3-b;ydro:211Prow1 and 2-h1dl"OJC1'Prowl.
b.

The atabUiv of the chelate did decl"ease alO'illy'
with increasing chain length ot the alk71 group

except in the case

or the n-but.J1

group studied

b7

Baaolo. (9a)
o. Basolo and Murmann suggest that the increase 1n
stab111ty'

or the N-.n-butyletbylenediud.ne ia poasibl.T

due to the ability or a four carbon chain to coil

and shield the central atom.
d;.

(9a)

Branched. allql aubstituenta were

a110

found to be

leas stable than straight chain aubatituenta due to
ater1o hindrance. (7.9b)
•· Mono- and diaubst.1.tute:d A111ne complexes of copper (ll)
wre .found b;r Ball to be ot lover ataldl1tq than
those ot n:l.ckel (II).

The inveatl.gation or

po~~nes

has been slow in developing.

the literature .aa

~?tailed

(:30)

as chelating agents

Few OOtll])OUlld8 have appeared in

studies.

Trends noted by 0 1 Rear (.59)

in his compilation of stability constant data include:

lates with

!

2-~p;rl

1) Che-

groups a:re more stable than those

l

42.

ha'dng

groups. 2) Copper complexes with one

2-h)rdrox;.re~l

or tm B•al.kanol substituehte are more stable .than those w.lth
tour.

'lb• COltVerse is true for other metals.

Jean B&l'Vq ('S) has shown the presence

or chelatd

of

Cu (n) and Ni (II) containing hyd~eteylenedil!dne in the

f'ollowing compostUons: (eu
. +2
+2
[Ni(bn)J , and (N1(!m) 2

hn]+2.

[cu<nn> 2J+2,

[CU(hD;~4]+2•

J •

Bertsch, Block and Fernelius (10) investigated

th• re.

action or l, )-diamino-2-propanol w1th copper (II) a22d .found
a l:l chelate 1n 1ilhich the ligarld waa thought to be terdentate.
tbcy'gen of the

hya~l

groups apparentq take part in chelation

in this instance.

The cobalt Cm) complexes or several substituted ethylenediamines • inoluding N•(hyd~eth71) e~lenediamine, etgl•Jl!I
N-(~~rowl)etb7lened1am1ne.

ml•.m;

3Prel-.m. were

propyl)eth;ylenediamine,
Kellel" and F.dwuds (41).

prepared mi studied

lJT

They found tiat (CO~·s>3Jx3 was

VeJ:'1' inert toward moat common reagents.

was attacked

and R-(2-h)'dro~

The

~x;.yl

group

oncy by eodim hydroxide. Possible intermolecular

hydrogen bonding w.s proposed u the reason f'or this behavior.
The react.1.vity' or the
that

[COCiPNl·.m>,Jx3 wu

1nte:rmed1ate between

ot [co(~-.m> 3Jx, and the unsubat.1.tuted [eo(en>iJX3•
Yoneda m:1 Kida (82~ 83) studied .KUethanolud.ne cobalt

(III) complexes and found evidence or the tol.low1ng compounds:

(l) [ CO(NH2ca2CH2'>) jJ

(2)

a lz l mixture or the rollowlng

(Co(NH2CB2CH~H) 2CN¥ff2CHz>) ]~ and [Co(NH2CH2CH~H) (RH2CH2CH~)~,
and

(J) a triol complex,

Kida (42} worked wlth ethanolaine and 1~2-dipbfJ1'1'l

etbamlaine C0111Plexes

or cu.

(II) ~ Co (II) and N1 (II).

'lhe follow.1ng ooapound.1 were found:
CU(eta•) 2 ~

[Co eta'(eta) 2Jc104.

and [Ni eta•(eta) 2]Cl04• mere eta is mt~2CH~H
'

and eta' is (NH2CH2CH;zt>) •

Evidence was found for two types

of alcohol coordination, BOB and RO• to metal.

cool'dination occurring was great.11' it'lfluenced
The stability

or copper

trietbanolamine vas found

'!he VJ>e of

bT the pH.

complexes of mono-, di•, an:1

b:r Kheon (43)

to increase with

the mnber of hydro'\Y'l groups in the ligand.

Uhlig (72) found that R-(fi -~thyl)•.,8 •alanine,

2-(.,8 •bydroJcy"e1;hJludno)•terephthalio acid and 2.S-b11(,8 •
byd~)-terephthallc

acid all behave as terdentate

ligands with calcium, zdckel and cobalt (II).

i'he non-

aromat.1.c complex proved to be the least stable.

Goniek (29) worked 'ld:th 1,3-diamino-2-propanol• 1.3-d!aminopropane and 2,2-dimeth.rl·l~rpropanedimdne

that the
.Ag

eyd~l

group

was not active

am roum.

1n coo!'dination with

(II) • Co (ll)' Hi (n) and Zn (II).

'.lhe act.tut,. or

N,N-Cieydro:xyethy~te,

f

HO'?J14)HCH o·; 14th divalent copper, nickel; cobalt, iron1
2
HOCiJ4
manganese, Bina, cadmim and magnesiua as well as iron (m)
1W9

studied b,y Chaberek (17,18). Def'inite involveaent of the

~JC1l

group in chelation

waa suggested. Work na also

done

with substituted ird.nodiacetic acids, R-N(CH 2COOH) 2 , ani the

Ca, Mg, Mn, Pb, Cd, Zn, Co, Hi,

follow1ng divalent metalsi
and

.cu.

The stabilit7

or

the chelates was

round

to be gre&t.11'

increased by the replacement · or the amino h;ydrogetl
hydl"O:xyetl\11 groups~

The hydro'.2cy'1

vith

mcnen has much less

affin-

ity tor the metal ion than the carboJcy"late oxnen.
The chelatea fo:med between the rare eartha and

N-h1d~

ethyliminod1acetic add were studied by 'lhompaon mi torus (71) •
Their data indicate coordination of the hydro%3'•th1'1 group in
both the l:l and 1:2 cbelates.
Martell .5·!!·(48149~.50) have considered th~ queation

or

alkanol hydro:eyl groups in coordination and have conclmed that.

the 'Weight of ev.i.dence i• in :ravor
metal ion by the

~~l

or

direct coordination of the

group. nte ligands at12died wz-.:

N·~etbylet.hylenediamine, N ,N 1 -dihl'd~lethylenedia1ne,
N-h1d~thylaminodiacetio acid~

.and

N-hydroxyethylaspartic acid.

'!'he more stable .chelates or the aboYe llgalld.s 'Id.th

cu

(II) showed

lower acidity ot tbe proton attached to the coordinated o;xnen.
Hall am his eo120rkers

(~!31~:33) have noted the following

trends in their work with alkati>l ud.nesi

1.

Quadrol~ N,N,N 1 ,H•-tetr&ld.a•(2-~pyl}•eth7lene

diud.ne1 fonns 1: 1 aJld li 2 complexes ld.th Cu (II).

'.the bJO~l

group shows appreciable addio character in coordination.
2.

The hydro:1cy'l group is cool:'dinated in the li l am ls 2

complexes of CU (ll) and

~thylethylenedimd.ne.

[Cu(bn-0.)J+l undergoes sllght diS!llutatlon to (Cu(hn)]'2 aJ¥1
Jonassen and Dexter (39) have ehcnm that dismutat.ion
2
is complete vith Ctt (II) and etbylenediamine. 'lhis ditferenoe
CU(OH) •

in beha'V:lor is accepted as additional evidence
of the

~l

group.

or C002'dinat1on

3• Greatep etabllitY' wa• observed tor
subttltuted amines than with

~thyl

2·~~X1PJ;"OW+

substituted amines.

4. Cc'.PJ)el9 (II}· WU found to !orm both l:l and ls2
ccmplexe' with N;N' •bi.S-(2-hyd~ethyl)•etbylenediamine.

The pH range over ..mi.ch the 1:2 complex_wae stable was found
to decrease with the degr&e or alkanol substitutionJ l.:l com-

plexes became more stable due to the increased oppol'turx!.tf'

toi-

r;lng

fom.atlon involving the hydroxyl

5. 11>.e

o~en.

d1valent. ions of copper al'ld nickel we:re found

to

!'om 11 l. li 2, and 1: 3 COltlplexes w1 th H Hc( CI:I 0H) :f The
2
2
copper complexes reacted wlth sodium hydroxide to gi:ve coordi•

nation

ot

the

o~gen.

Above pB 10 • the etable speed.es in

solut.1.on was the Cu(AO•) . ion.
2

Jonassen and bis coworkers (39,40) have atlldied. COlllplexes

or copper (II) and cobalt (II) with etbylenediamine
ethylpentam:lne

:respect.iv~.

and

tetra-

Gradually increasirlg the concen-

tration of the ligand was found to produce spectra in mich
the poaiti.on of the muitu. shift toward the aborter wavelength.

A audden change was obseM'ed in the ab.ape

l:l.ratl.o was

exeeed~I

or the

cune after a

no change occurred after a 1:2 ratio

was c.ceeded;.

Cobalt· {II)· formed two complexes wJ.th tetraetbylpentudne.
A green l: 2 cmplex
and

's> mp.

was foJ"llled which m:bi.b1ted maxima at )20 mµ

nd,a complex clwlged w1thin 72 hours to a red 11 l

complex with DWd.ina at .510

mp

and

46o mµ.

The bathochromic shift in the podtions

or

absorption

JUJdma as success1vre 1teps occur in chelation has also been
obsenecl by Robet-ta (66} and Basolo (4) 'Who also indicate that

the more stable of several. camplexes li1l1 absorb at the aborter

46.

wavelength(s), except 'trl.th the Co (II) oxalate complex

studied.
Wood and Higginson (77) tound '1.n their 110rk 14th cobalt.

(m) and hydro:xyethylenediaminet.r1aoet1c aoid• a (YOH), that
3
the spectra or Co(lOH)H o and CO(YOH)OH- were veey sim:11 ar to
2
those 0£ Co(HY)~O and Co(I)on2-. Se:xtdentate complexes v.lth

the Olcy'gen Of the lzytlroxyetbyl group Of the· ligand coordinated
to cobalt were postulated as well as quinquedentate mono-aquo

complexes.
Hill and his COlo"Orkers ()1,31,33) have done much 1;0rk
using ligands with

whether the

hydro~l

hydro~gen

groups in order to determine

enters into chelation. Most

of this -work has been done with copper (II).

Wlth respect

to spectra, the following observations have been mad.es

l.

For solutions containing CU (II) and hydroxyettql-

et.hylenediamine; in 'Wich the concentration ot od.ne ia

tw or more times greater than the concentration ot metal
ion, additional amine causes the right branch· or the

curve to increase in absorbance and causes the. maxl.mum
to shift ,to longer wavelengths.

2.

N,N•-bis-(2-bydroxyetbyl)·e~lenediamine

show

Ind Cu (ll)

absorbance maxima of 0.53 at 6,:> mµ for the ls2

complex ar.d 0.65 at 615 mp for the 1:3 complex. Further
increase in the concentration of IJdne decreases the intensity of the marl.ma and increases the wavelength
ma:dmum absorbance.

ot the

Addition of NaOH to. produce a

112:0.4 mixture causes the iaaximum. to increase.

of more NaOli sbifts the wavelength to

~

mµ.

Addition

'!he spectra

of the lil:O, l:lil and 1:2:0 mixtures are all different,

showing that the action of the second ligand molecule on

the 11 l complex is dif!erent fl'01I that ot NaOB •
.;.

Copper (I?) and H2'1C(atiC>H)

3

give nearly identical.

spectra when combined 1n a ls) complex and when mixed

with llaOH in the proportions, lz2:l(NIOB)• 'lhe tact
that thet-e ia little change in the spectra is taken to

indicate that the colored compound in solution ia iden,...
ti.Cal 1n both oases.

Yoned.a•s work (81,82,84) 'With co (m) camplexes imi•
cat. the following trends:
l.

The atabUity

or both [ooCen>,J'+ and [Co(hen>J'+•

where h.m is hydroxyetbylethylenediamine, is high in concen-

trated Bel, HN0 , acetic l.tlb1dr1de and aqua regla. 'lhe apec3
tra obtained are similar before aJld. after trutasent with these

concen'b'ated reagents.
2. 1'h• positt.on and aha.pee of the curves for tetrammines

.m pentammines, [eoCm)(im >4x;tx.
3

and

[eoCm>CNH >,XJx ,
2
3

where X represents carbonato, aulf1to, chromato and aaleinato
groups, are almost identical.

'lhe second bAnd tor both tetra-

umd.nes and pentamd.nea appear in the same poaition except in

the

cue

3.

or

the mal.einato compounds.

HllXmll1llOnia and tr:ts-e~lenedimdne

eobalt and chromium w1th NCS- • 00

--, Si' =·•
3
3

complexea of

and 00

apectioa with almost the same maximum position.a.

=have

3

48.

H.

OBJ:EX::TIVES; METHODS il'D RESULTS

ihe purpose of this project was to studT the via:lble

a'bsorr>tion spectra ot Tarioua lllixtures of Co (n) and

(m)

Co

•~lut..1.ons 'Id.th 2,2,8,8-tetrald.1(1o'dro~•th1'l)·3·7-d1asa•l,519-

nonanetriol' ("Disec"), (HOCB2) :fHNCH2CH(OH)CH~C(Clii>H) , ~

3

2,2,a,e..tetrmetbyl.,,7-diasa•.5-ncmanol~

{"B;Juminol");

(CH3)3CNB'~CH2CH(OH)CH2'ffl-C(CH3)3, and to bmtst.1.gate the
complextdl formed u well a• the eftects

or pR

and tiae on

v.

their tormation and 1tab1l1

Various ••thOds were ued. to irrt'eatigate th• metal•
ligand rat.1.os of the complexe11

1) Job' a aethod ot cont1nuoue

variations, 2) •modification or the procedure of Yoe and Jones,
and 3) Raney and Manning's slope ratio method.

'.lbese

and

other methods were discussed in detail in Section F,
'l'be apectra obtained indicate the presence of one or more
complexes formed by Co (II) and "D11ec".

or

There were indications

:rapid]T tol'lled l:l and ls2 complexes u wll as a elowl1'

fonned 1:3 complex.
'lh• fo:ru:t.ion
ot~.ibout

or

the complexes - · observed in eolutiona

pH 8 or greater.

Attm.pts to study' com.plces or Co (m) were msuccusf'ul

a.a were att.pte to atudy ccsplexea

or Co

(ll) and "SJmud.nol".

'l'h.e toll.owing suggestlo!il are made tor further ~·

1) Farther work should be done w1th Job• s method on
the solutions of Co (II) vith "Di•ec" udng mixtures which

or *'tal•ligand
clarif'7 the- positions or :the l.lt2

1d.ll g1Te more data in the 1:2 • 1:3 range
ratios~

'lhis v1ll help

and 1:) peaks.

2) Attempts to obtain atabUiv constant data should be

ma.de•

3) studies

or the

ot.her ions vhich

111q

effects of the presence

or co2 and

cause interference should also be made.

So·

m.

EXPERIMENTAL

Solutions containing cobalt ion1 [Co(H2o) 6)2+; with
the free baaes (1) "Di•ec" arid (2) "SJ!laldnol" were studied for:
(a)

The effect ot pH cm the absorption spectra.

or the complexes fol'lled.
nte• or formation or the complexes.

(b) The metal•l1gand ratios
(c) 'lh• relative

(d) The relative atab11it:le1 ot the complexes tomed.

(e) The app11cabU1t7

or

Beer's lav.

frmautton Rt .th! l.t!!. Ba1e11:
'!he samples
were prepared in

or the h1drocblor1dea or the

two basee used

W.• laborato17 b7 Briel (ll) and DaTis (21).

1b• free base was obtained fl'Clll the h1drochlor1de salt
by means ot ion exchange, u."'ing Rax;vn 203 anion exchange resin

:1n the (OH) tom.

wu passed
3- S

An aqueous solution of the hydrochloride

t.hrough the column at a rate of one drop nery

•eccmd•.

.An

aliquot or the eluant was t1 trated poten-

tiometrical.lT to determine the molarity ot the free base.
Detail•

or

the titration are given in Appendix A• page ff 9

with a nmpl• titration ctll"Ye.

A standardised solution ot
as a source or metal ion.

~balt.ous

nit.rate vu used

Nitric acid and sodium hydroxlde

aolutions were used to adjust the pH.

Solutions used for

absorption apeotra wer. approxiutel.y 0.01 M with respect to
RaN03•

Details concerning standardization procedures and the
preparation of solutions are given i:n Appendix A pages 13 •

Measurements of pH were made using a Beckman #101900
Research pH Meter

am

a Sargent Model LS pH Meter.

51.

Absorption measura:nents were taken with the Beck!llan Model

DU Quartz Spectrophotometer and a set of matched silica cells
having a one cen:timeter light path.

·A. Ettect

or pH

on the Absorption Spectl-a.

Spectrophotometric measurements · were made on a sel"iea

ot

aolut.toms with metal and ligand concentratlona as follows

(co (II) J ion

Set
A

9.,S I io•:3 M

B

9~38 Z io•:3 M

c

1.88 I

nie pH was
In aet

A~

(Li!anctn
io•3 M

lsl

. 1.88 X 10•2 M

lt2

9.JS

io·2 M

Tari~

KsL Ratio

9.38

X

.X 10•3 M

2:1

from 3.5 to 9.5.

MiL • 1:1, precipitation was not obserred at

:PH 3.5 • 9.5. . A special solution, in \lhich the
to 11.5; showed precipitation on

pR was adjusted

atand~ng.

In aet Bi. M:L • l: 2, precipitation was not observed in
.:tJ7

or

the solutiona.

In set c~ MsL

36

=2:1, precipitation vaa observed 1rltb1.n

hours in all aolutiona in 1ihich

pB W8 &boTe

8•

.Absorption mea.surmentl wer•. ude OTer the range lJOo 11'1
to 700 mp.

'J.he spectra obtained are ahom in Figurea E-1 to B-5.

All the solutions having a pH below 6. S show a maxbn1llt at

approxlmately 51.S llJl which is characterietic
Co (II) ion.
maJdma at

on

Solutions with

pH

or

the aquated

8 oi- greater showed constant

S.50 mp.

standing, t.he maxima of aolut.ions ld.th intermediate

pH Taluea undergo a gradual change such
f'" maxima remain.

that onl1' two positions

ill solutions haT.lng pH Talues below 8 ht.Te

final maxima at 525 DlJl and those having pH above 8 show maxima

to the Inch

Co (:IL)- JJ1se.e '' (1.·1)
-r-~··1;,·~:
.
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B.

Metal-Ligand Ratios.

Several methods were used to study metal-ligand ratios in
the complexes.
pages

'J.'hese have been discussed Feviously.

(See

3.5-40.)

l.

Job's Method of Continuous Variations.

Measuraents wae made using solutions containing CO (ll)
ions, tirst With the ligand ult and then with the free base.

Measurements on solutions containing the hydrochlo:r.ldee
were erratic and inconclusive.
Solutions using the tree base ha:dng a aax1mn cobalt
cc>noent?"ation

or 9.4 X 10-.3 molar were

prepared.

strength wu adjusted by' adding a non-reacting
N~itunt.U

sodim

The icm:io

eleotrolJ'te~

the solutions wel'"e 0.01 molar 'Id.th respect to

m.trate. ·

'Ihe pH or the solutions was adjusted to

appl"OXlmately' 8 and absorption measurements were taken at

S!t>

J!l}l•

Readings were made after l hour• 2

10 dqs and

53 dqs 1d.th the

pH readjusted

before each speot:ral measurement.

dqs~

to

S dqs,

bet-ween 8 and

Adju.stnsents

a•.5

or pH were made

using 12 H Na.OH added in Yerf small quantities from a bypodmdc

syringe.

'!be results of ·,these measurements are shown in Figure

E-6.
Initi.ally high absorbance is obsened. for metal-ligand
ratios of ltl and 1:2. With tilne precipitation becom"8 ftident
in the 1:1 solutions and the resultant high absorbmce is due

to the increasing opalesoenoe of the solution.
'.lhe intensity

or

absorbanoe in the 1:2 solution increases

slowly as the amount of ligand complexing increases.

a. possibility

or

There is

a li 3 complex also forming, but there were

., to I he Inch
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insufficient. points to give tmequivocal
2.

~ence

in this instance.

The Method ot Yoe and JO?les

Total ionic strength and pH were adjuated as for the method

<>f cont.ilmous variations.
kept at S I 10•3 molar.

The Co (ll) ion concentration wae
The metal-ligand ratios nre varied

trom lz 5 to ': l. 11le pH was

adjusted before each spectral meas•

urment as in the method or contitmous variations.

1'he result.a

are ehown in Figure &-7.
Bote that:

(a) Absorption intensity ,i:n the 1:2 solution

rauins essential.J.1' constant after 24 hours•
(b) Absorption intensities
in the

1:3• ls4

and

:tend_

to le-tel oft

ltS solutions

a.f'tel"

11 days.

'lbese data are interpreted as indicating the p?-esence

a 1:2 complex 'tlbich forms

rapi~ and

or

a elowl.7 formed lt3

complex occurring mertter the ligand concentration ta auff'icient.17
high.

or

'!he eventual leveling

the absorbance 1ntensities in the

l: 3; 1: 4 and 1: S cues is taken as an indication of the slow

format.ion

3.

or

the 1:3 Complex.

Method of Harvey and Manning

Two groups of solutions were prepared, Group I ha"ling

excess nnJ.sec" and Group

n

having excess

co

(II) ion in the

concentrations sho111.
Cone. "Diaec•

M Cone. co (II)

Solution

Group

a

I

2. 67 X 10-2
~. M

5.0 X lo•3 H

b

I

2.67 I 10•2 M

1.0 X lo•3 H

c

I

2.67 X io•2 M

l.5 X 10•) M

d

I

2.67 I io•2 M

2.5 I 10•:3 M

M

UBRt\RY
UNlVE.RSll·y OF RICHMOND
VIRGtNIA

6o.

Solution

Group

MCone. "Disec"

H cone.

co

(II)

a

n

5. ,Z. X io•3 M

2.6? X 10•2 M

b

II

4.68X10•3 M

2.67

c

II

6.0l X 10•3 H

d

II

6.68 X lo•3 H

x 10·2 ·~.

2.67 x 10·2 ~
2.67 X 10•2 M

The ionic strength and pK were adjusted as for Job'•
method.

After one hour plots of absorbance X concmtrat10n.t, verna

concentratio\ and abaorbance X concentratl~versus ooncen.trat:l021f gave the following results:
Slope 1 c 2. 33
Slope 2

•

= l.U

2

I

!'hi• indicates the immediate formation of a li 2 complex. The
plots of the curves are sham in Figure E-8.
After a longer period of time, the evidence

11&8

incon-

olusive. Precipitat.ion occurred in all or the Group II solutions
w1 thin 48 hours.

4. Method of Bent and French
Two seta or •olutiona tnn"e prepared-Group I 1llth

(Co (II)]

constant and ("Di•ec"] varied, and Group II with ["DiBec"] con-

atant and [Co (II) J varied al ahcnm below.
Group I
Co (II) concentration constant

Group

"Di.sec" concentration COt'lStant

at 2.S Llo•2 M

at. 2•5 X 10•3 M
Co (II)

"Disec"

a

2.'9 X 10•2 M

b

2
2.12 X 10• M

c
d

n

•

9..4QX 10-4 M

b

1.88 X 10•3 M

1.86 X 10•2 M

c

2.82 I 10•3 M-

1.06 X 10-2 M

d

5.64 X 10-.3 M

Yoe. a.nd Jovtes
-_ ·. r
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Plots or log Absorbance versus log Conoentrat.1~ and
1
log AbsorbanoeM versus log Concentrati.ol\ did not g:lTe linear
rel.at1onshipst therefore• this method could not be applied.
the

fall~e

to obtain significant data is interpreted

as indicating that the complexes of Co (II) and "D1sec• are
not h1ghl;r

dissociated~

since the method ia designed tor sub-

atances 'Nhich ue highly dissociated.
C.

Relative Rate•

or

P"ot'IUtion of Complexes.

The soltttions ued tor detendrd.ng spectra were kept

:f'oi-

sweral months and the absorption meuuranente W2"e repMted ·
periodically'~

Precautions were taken to prevent

evapoi-ation~

'l'be htensity of absorption showed an increase towaM a aoilmm
in all cases.
D~

Relative Stabilities

CobpJ,t iln C01Jel!Xf!8
Stabilltiea

or

th• complexes Wl'e observed relative to

the time· required ro:r fontatic>n and the length of Uae the

complex

persisted~

A 1:2 complex was observed to form rapldl1' and was observed to ran.sin in solution up to seTeral months.
In solutions 11here the ligand eoncantrat1on ns atd'ficentl.7

high, a l: 3 complex was obsen-ed which took approximatel1' three

weeks to form..
No precipitation was observed in

arrr or the above aolutlona

over a six month period.

9obalt.

cm> eomp1e;et

Various mixtures of Co {II) and "Disectt (lilt 1:29 lt3*
2:1 and ;3:1) were prepared a?ad oxidation or the Co (II) to

Co (m) was att.pted by a modif:lcat.ion

or

the method of

64.

Laitinen and Bm-dett.

'lhe above solutions wm-e COJ!lbined w1 th equal volumes of
e.pprorlmately' .0.2 N H so4•

2

Sodium bicarbonate was added until

the solutions tested neutral and an additiOllal 5 gram excess
was added to each sample.
to oxldiee each sample.
~ch

Five m1Uiliters of ,,~ n2o2 was used

The cha.l'acteristic dark green color

appears when Co (m) is in the presence of bicarbonate

ion was observed.

{26) When the evolution or

co2

vas ·complete,

the pH of all solutions measured. greater than 8.
Attm.pts to take spectra ga.ve l!Wd.ma which were observed

to shift posiUon even as measureMents were being made.
W1 t.h1n one hour all solutions had turned yellold.sh alld
after ~hours SOMe were turbid.

Precipitation occurred in

alJllost all cases w.1thin 24 hours.

The same cype

or difficulty

was encountered with Co (II) and "Sym.aminolf am also with
solutions of "Disec" having a Ver:J' high percentage

or CO

(II)

ions. Absorption curves for the yellow solutions are given in

Figures FJ-9 t.brough Frl2.
Michal and ·Doleul report )"el.l.ow-brcw solutions ·obtained

,men (Co(m),J2+ ns on~zed at pH 10 to [Co(en) ]3+. '!heir

3

max!.ma also disappeared in a short period or· time •
. Two possible explanations of the yellow solutions are

l) the material 'dlich .precipitated is "cobaltic hydroxide"

or 2) the yellow material is a .complex negative ion previously
observed by Michal and Dolezal• ·(54)

.1h!l HYFroch1orldes s tiganC! s
Measurauents made on aolut1ons containing the ligand eyrlro-

chlorides were inconsistent at lov ligand to metal ratt.os.
However. among the solutions having a high ligand to metal ratio;
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cmtai f:iGd

Splitting Fnergy

The position of the absorption maxl.nrum in ~e chelate
spectrum was used to calculate a A

0

value i'or the c17stal

field splitt.1.ng in the comple7..

Since the complex is not.

8)'llmlet.11.cal• t.he theory does mt

stri.~tly

the value obtained is used

for comparison

appJ.7; therefore,

on.13". A value

of

iS,182 cmt1 was obtained fl"Olll the spectra and one of 18,4,:> -~1
from. the Orgel clhgrams of Tanabe and SUgano g:Lven by Cotton and

(19)

Wilkinson.
E.

Beer• a Law

The applicability of Beer•s Law qver the concentration
range used

was checked. F.\.rty milliliter samples

ing composit1ona were used:
I

or

m

II

the followIV

Vol. Stock
Co (II)

20.00 ml

15.00 111

eonc.

0.02 M

0.015 M

0.010 M

0.0075 M

0 ml

2.61 :ml:

5.33 ml

6.66 ml

0

0.005 M
VI

0.010 M
VII

0.0125 M

5.00 ml

2.;p

l.00 ml

0 • .50 al

Cone. Co (II)

0.005 M

0.0025 M

0.0010 M

0.0005 M

Vol. "Disec"

s.oo

9.32 ml

cone.

0.015 H

Vol.

Co (II)
11

Disect'

Cone. "Disec"

Vol. stock
CO (II)

11

D1secrt

v

ml

ml

0.0175 M

10.00 ml

10.12 ml

1.51 ml

vm

10.39 ml

0.0190 M

0.0195 M

The solutions were allowed to stand one hour after 'Rhich

absorbance readings were made at S!P mp.
after

9 dqs.

Readings were repeated

'!he intensity of absorbance continued to increase

and the linear portion oi' the curve shifted t.A:nmrd lover concen•

trations on sta?Jdjng. AS the intensities

increased~

the curve

no longer passed through the origin; however, the linearity

or

70.

the curve held over the concentration range ued in the experi•

mental measurements. Figure Ft-13 shows the init.1.al curve.
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IV. DISCISSION:
A.

Effect of pH on Absorption Spectra

'lhe

~wavelength

characteristic of the aqueous

cobalt (II) ion, [Co(Ht»6J2+. about 51.S mu• shifts to a new

Talue, about S!P mp, that becomes steady at pR values .or 8 or

greater.
In the 1:1 solutions, the t1na1. :muinnn was at about

In the lt 2 solutions, the f1nal value

at

s;o mp

or

the nwdatllll was

for pH above 8 and rmained so on standing.

'lb1a

ia interpreted as an indication that tbe complex ws well

formed at pH 8 alJd aboTe.
B. Metal•Liga!!d Ratios

1. '!he method of contimJoua var.tat.ions shows a peak at
about 60 11ole-percent ligm:l, 'Mhich is interpreted u indicating

an ML2 complex.

'.lhe gradual increase in absorbance on standing

indicates that a l: 3 complex forms slowly. It is

&181Ded

that

a 1:2 complex first toms; then slow~ adcla a third ligandi men

available.
The peak at :J} mole!'tpercent
ginning

2.

apparen~

indicates the be-

of precipitation.
'!he method of Yoe and Jones; modiried by

Harvey~

be interpreted to indicate the immediate fonaatlOD of

81'l

might

ML

2
complex followed by. the slow addition of a third ligand to form

HL3•

3. The petbod or Harvey
formation of
JQ.ost

or

method.

att

ML 2 complex.

and Manning indicated the immediate

'lhe precipitation

OCCUl"r:lng

in

the solut.i.ons prevented the further application ot this

7).

4. 'lhe methOd or Bent

and French b,y 1 ts :lnapplicability

indicates 'that the complexes foraed are p?"obably' mt highly dissociated ..

c. · Rate or Formation of .complexes

'!he changes 1n tb.e·absorption curves of the solutions 'Id.th
time appear significant.
A npidl.7 formed 1:2 complex was apparenta however, for
those solutions in 1id.ch the pt"Oportions or reagent were favorable, evidence of a 1:3 complex 14deh formed slowl.1' was obtained.
ll.eference to the data taken b,y the method of Yoe and Jones in-

dicates that the 1: 2 complex appeared and reached !IWd.mtm intensity' ld.thin ~ hours.

In solutions with higher proportions of

ligand a leveling to constant absorbance values was observed

after 19 dqs.
D.

Beer• s Law

!lhe absorbance of the solutions varied linearly'1d.th con-

centration of cobalt ion over the ranges studied, even in solu-

t.1.ons ldiicb changed on standing.

The linearity r•ained, but

of course, the method could not be used for quantitative anal•

ysis because final max!.ma were not readily r&6ogtd.1ed.
E.

Relative Stabilities

n>.e data appear

to su;pport

the e:rl.stenee or

two complexes•

a 1: 2 complex \ibich forms rapidly' and a l:; complex 'lihich form.a

more slowly.

'!he complexes formed wre stable enough to prevent

precipitation over a sh month period.
F.

Complexes of

Solutions

or

n~aminol"

Co (II) and "s,ittmid.nol" in the ratios 1:1

and J.: 3 were not stable enough at pH 8 t.o prevent precipitation.

1b.e 1nit1al green solutions changed color as their spectra were

74.

being taken.

WI.thin 24 hours the solutl.on1 we?"e opalescent alld

precipitat1cm occurred in all within 48 hours•
Since no co (II).J1 Symaminol" COlrlplex was formed which••

stable enough to prnmt precipitation. underthe·a8Jlle conditions
used for trDisec"• this is taken as an indication that the h1dl"Ol!1'l
groups pl"'esent in 11 Disec" increu& the stabllitl.es or the cc:aplues
in some manner.

v.

StlttARIf
l.

'lhe ef'f'ects

or

pH 81ld time on the spectra produced

in solution by co (II) am "Disec"• (HOat 2) 3CBNarp(oH}~C(~)3•

were studied. In solutions containing tw moles

or ligand

to

one of Co (II) wlth pH of 8 or greater, the ma.xinram abaorbance

occurred at 55J mll and was relat.1.Tel.7 constant in this range.
For the l: l solution the maximum. absorbance was about

500

aµ.

On standing, with pH controlled, the abaorbanoea gradual.17

53 dqa. The

increased OTer as JW\Y as

mained at 5!JJ

2.

max1ma appuent.17 re-

lllJl-

Job's Method of continuous var1at.1.ons intli.cated the

presence of a 1: 2 complex

or

Co (II) and "Disec" at a pH ot

about 8.
'·

The method of Yoe and Jones gave evidence

am

formed 1: 2 complex of Co (II)
formation

or

or

a rapidly

"Di.sec" followed b;r the slow

a 1: 3 complex llhenever the ligand concentration was

favorable.

4. '!be method of Harvey

and Manning supported the evidence

of a rap1rll.y formed 1:2 complex.

Precipitation occurring in most

of the solutions of one group prevented the further app11cat.1.on

or

th11 method.

5. 1he :fact that the method or

Bent and French gave no

usable data is interpreted aa i.D:1icating that the ccmplexea
:romed between Co (II) and "Dlaec" are not

hi~ d1asoo1ated.

6. .A.ttempts to rom Co (m) complexes with "Disecn by
H o ox1dat1.on gave solutions w1th rapidly fading maxima. Pre22
cipi tati.on occurred w1 thin 24 hours. No complex stable enough
to prevent precipitati.on

1ftLB

obtained by the above procedure.

7. Under the same experimental conditioM as thoae

'Wied

for 11 Diseo•t'
~

"~l"

appeared to foni complexes too weak

l'emain ht highly basic solutions•

8. Beer'a law plots gave linear relationships over the
concentra.t1on ranges studied.
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VII. APP!IPICES
Appendix .l-stand&l'disationa

Standa:rdis:atlon ut I 2 Solution

Rsgmts:.,
l. uaentoua cmde

A•~'J

Code 0061 Lot '2125 Baker Analysed Reagent

J•T• Balcer Chllldcal CcapaJ\Y'
PhUl.ipabul'g, Bew Jerefl7

2. IOdine, Resubliaed

12

Code 1800 - Lot 1243 Reagent ACS

Allied Chemical COmpaJJT
B• Yorlc, New Ioric

la2s2o • SH20
3
Code 2307 . Lot !279 Reagent ACS

3. Sodim thiosulfate

Allied Chend.cal Coapal\Y
Nev York, Bew York

4. Sodim bicarbonate BaHco3
Code 2202 Lot n31 Reagent ACS
Allied Chemical CollP&1'1'
Bew York; Bev York

,5.

Sodium byd.ro:xide

Coda 3722

NaOH

tot 22482 Bakezo

~eel Reagent

J.T. Baker Chemical ComPAJV

PhUUpabm'g; N.J.

6. B)'drochlorio acid

HCl

COd• 9539 Lot 3Z06S Baker ~ed. RN.get

J.T. Baker Chemical company
Ph:Ulipsburg, Jl.J.

84.
Prg9edm:•:
An iodine. solution as prepared by dissolving 12. 7 grau

ot I 1n a liter of distilled •ter containing 2.5 grams or KI.
2

1.he tm:rmali'ti' of the res'lil.tant solution was detemined by
titrating it against

according

P~·standard•grade

to the 11lethod given

by Pierce

arsellious oxide

.G·ll• (64)

»:imtmm+.e:t 2!t!t
Sample f

Normalit)r t

1

o.2411 g.

Vol. 'I
2
47.93 ml.

2

0.3653 g.

72.0; ml.

0.1024 }{ .

3

o.• 27.54

54.140 ml.

0~1023 I

wt. As.J'3

g.

Avel'age

Sample l

HI

•
2

Sample 2

Sample

3

NI

2

Bi2

(241.l mg)

(47.93 111)(49.46 11g/meq)
m

(365.'.)

mg)

(72.05

ial.)(49.46 mg/meq)

2

0.1017 •

0.1021. N

= 0.1017 N

a

0.1024 N

•

0.1023 R

= _<21_s~_4_m_g>_ _ _ __
(54.~ Ill) (49.46 mg/meq)

Standard1sat1.on

or

SodiUl'll tbioaulf'&te

Rwents:
l.

Soditn th1osW.rate
Code 2"J)7 tot Y279 Reagent ACS

Allied Chemical Compa?V
Bev York; New York

A aolution or sodium thiosulfate was prepared by diasol'Ving

85.

25 grma ot reagent in one liter of'

dist1l.led water.

'.lhe

normality of the resultant eolution was determined bt titratlon
against a standa1'd1.ced iodine solution according to the net.hod

given by Pierce ,ll•.!l,.
Expmmenta1

Sample

(64)

.d!.kt

f

Vol. l&iJiJ,

Vol. I

2

BomaliV Na2s2o
3
0.1075 R

1

2s.oo

2

25.00 ml.

26.32 ml.

0.1075 •

'

25~00

ml.

26.65 111.

0.1088 B

25.00 ml.

26~50 111~

0.1082 I

.Average

0.1080 N

.4

al.

26.32

ml~

C!J.cul.atiqnsi
1. Normality

= (26.a2 ml.)(0.1021 Nl

= o.1075 I

(25.00 ml)
2.

(Sa.me as above.)

:3. Homalit1 = (26~65 ml) (0.1021. N)

= 0.1088 H

(25.00 ml.)

4.

Nonnality

= (26.So ml)(0.1021 N)

... o.1082 N

(25.00 ml)

Standardisation or cobaltous nitrate eolution:
Rugents:

l. Cobaltous nitrate Co(m>3>2•6¥J
COde 1.597 Lot V095 Reagent. ACS

Al.lied Chemical

COmp~

Hew Yorlt; Bew York

frocpdUr!l
A solution

or

cobaltous nitrate was prepared by

dissolving 14.5 grams of reagent 1n two liters of distilled

86.

'!he solution was assayed b;?' the method or Laitinen and

water.
Burdett.

I

Co (II) 18 ondised with

(4.5)

a2o2

and KI is added:

liberated 1n the acid1f'ied solut:lon is then titrated vJ.th

2

standard thiosultate.

Emm.mf!\W. Sta:
l

35.00 ml

Vol. Na s o
2 2 3
16.20 ml

2

l.fa.oo mt

3

45.00 ml

Semple f

Vol~

Co(II)

Vol. I

B Co(ll)

added 2
0~00

ml 0.0499 M

18.9.5 ml

0~40

ml

21~'' ml

o.45 ml 0.0501 I

Average

0.~501

0.0500 B

Cg.lgglat.1.2M:

l. Meq I 2 • (15.20 ml)(0.1080 N) • 1. 750 meq
NCo
a l. 7$J m.eq/35.00 ml
• 0.0499 N
2. Meq I
Meq I

2
2

• 2.006 meq/40.00 ml

N

co

3. Meq I 2
Meet

• (18.95 ml) (0.1080 I) • 2.047 111eq

over titrated • (0.1021

*

R)(O.~ ml) •

• 0.0501 R

• (0.1021. R) (0~45 ml)

•eo • 2.258 meq/45.00 ml

a

• 0.0501 N

Standardisation ot Nitrio acid

Rusent;i
1. Sodium carbonate
Lot

0.0408 meq

(21.33 ml)(0.1080 N) • 2.304 meq

Ii over titrated

1.946

Na2co
3

Baker Analysed Reagent

99.~

J.T. Baker Chad.cal Compaey
Phillipsburg, New Jersq.

2. Nitric aoid

BNO

3

Code

9601

Lot ,:>615 Baker .Anal3'Zed Reagent

J.T.

B;kor

Chenical. Compan,y

Phillipsburg, ,N.J.

B

0.0459 meq

87 •.

Procedutp;

A solution ot n1.trio. acid was prepared 0,- lld:rlng 1.5 ml•
ot concentrated

r~ent

w1th enough diat:Uled water

to inake

. t.,o 11ters. or solution. Th• noraality ot the solution was
detendned by' titration against primal"Y'-standard•grade eodi•
Cat'bcnate according to the method given by Pierce

J!l,JJ..

(64)

E>q>pgtal Sk:

wt. Natx>3

11 0.1952

N~C03

wt. pure

0.1948 g

g

Meq 1a:f0:3
3.676

vol• mio3 N BN03
. 33.00 ml 0.1114

It

#2 0.1992 g

0.1988

g

,.79)

,,.52

ml

·O.lll2 N

l'J 0.2720

g

o.m4 ,

5.122

45.75111

o.lU.8 m

*11- o.2464 s

0.2459 g

4.918

41.4.S ml

0.,1118 R

Aveng•
Qglcplatignat

1.

(0.1952

g)(o:998) = g

pure u~oo,

(O.19!18 g) / S3 g/meq • ). 676 meq

=- O.ll1.4 H

3.676 meq/ 33.00 ml
2.

(O.l.992 g)(0.998)

ea 0.1988 g pure N82C03

(o.1988 g)/(S3 g/m.eq)
3~l5Q

meq/cn.sa ml

D

3. (0.2720 g)(0.998) •
(0.2'7.1.4 g)/(S'J g/aeq)

= 3.750 11.eq
O.lll.2 I

0.2714 g pure B~co 3

• s.122 meq

5.122 meq/45. 75 ml =OJ.l.18 H
4.

{0.2464 g)(0•998)

•

(0.24.59 g)/(S"J g/meq)
4.918 meq/41.45 ml

sta;ndardiutlon

or

0.2459 g pure Na2co
3
•

4.918 meq

= OJU8 I
tree bases (Di.sec and Symaminol)

Beuents:
l.

RQyn 203 (OB) Ard.on Exchange Resin

o.m6 •

88.

Research Grade cat.

Fisher Scientific
Fairlam.

f

~202

COmp~

N~J.

2. Disec ciih1drochlorid• and Syntad.nol dih,drochloi-ide
Prepared and pur.W.ed in this laboratory

b7 L.X. Briel. (U)

l£Rc!dut1:
Four and one-half grams of Disec were Jdxed w1th enough

diatilled water to effect solution md diluted to 100

ml~

Th• $alt solution was then passed through an ion exchange

column containing Recyn 203 anion exchange resin in the OH
fol'Bl at a rate

ot

a drop each :'3-5

seconds~

DiatUled water

waa llled to wash the tree base hom the column. One liter

of eluant was collected and um.plea

W81'•

aseqed by poten-

t.i.ometric titration with nitr1o acid.
Two grama of Sylaudnol wa t.l"eated in the same
and

500 ml or eluant collected. ·Titration

acid

Jllal.1n«r

against mtr.io

was again used to aasq the sample.

k'J.SYJ.attonp:
l.

(10. 75 ml)(O.lll6 N)

•

O.la>OM

(10.00 ml)''

2.

Cl41 70

mJ.)CO.lll.6 N)

• 0.1358 M

(12.00 ml)

3. (12.92 ml.)(O.l.l.16 H)

•

0.1441 M

(10.00 m.l)
Average Molarity •

A titrati.on curY• obtained for nt.sec follow.

0•1336 H

89.
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A~

l.

B-Solutions !'o:r Spectral study

Solutions fol" Spectra
Co

Final aolar concentration • 9.'.38 X io•3 M

(II)

=9. )8 X to•3 M

Final aol.ali- concentra:ti.on

DJ.sec

Metal

:

=

Ligand

l: 1

PJ:!Par;ition: (Sample)

lO.OO ml of 9.,S X io· 2 M'stock Disec solution
18. 76 ml of 5 X io·2 M stock· Co (ll) solution·
10.00 ml of l X io·l M stock HaNo solution

3

1he above solutions were mixed, the pH adjusted and the
eolution ntad• up to 100 ml.
2.

Solutions for Job's Method

Co (ll)

Final molar concentrat1<m.

= 9. '8

X 10•3 M

L'i.sec

Final molar concentration

= 9.)8

X 10·3 M

em>wti.gic

5.00 ml
.
9.,a ml

(Sample)

or 9.:-;8 X io·2 molar Disec stock solution , s.oo
or S X io-2 molar Cobalt stock solution

ml HdO ,
3

The above solutions were mixed, adjusted for pH and made

up to

50 ml.

3. Solutions for the Met.bod or Yoe

and Jonea

= 5.00 X io·3 H

Co (II)

Final molal" concentration

Disec

Final molar concentration a 1 • .5 I
Metal

Pl'RKaj.io;:

2

Ligand

lz 3

(Sample)

io·~

5.00 ml of

5.00

a.oo

9.:38 .x io·2 M Disec

ml or

a

io·2 M

X

M cobalt stock solution,

.s.oo

stock solut.ion

The above solutlona were mixed, adjusted for pH a2'd made up

to So ml ..

3,

ml NtNo

91.

4. Solutions f'or Beer's Law

co (II) Final molal" concentration

s.o X io-3 M

Disec

Final molar concentration

l.S X io•2 M

Final total concentration

2.0 X 10•2 M

Pm.Pwtion:

(Sample)

5.00 ml .5 X 10•2 M Co (II) stock solution

8.oo ml 9. ,S I io•2 M Disec stock solution

5.00 ml stock NaN0 solution

3

The above solutions were mixed, the pH adjusted and tbe
solution made up to So ml.

5. Solutions for Method

or Harvey and Mamdng

co (II) Final molar concentration

s.o x.10-3 M }.

Disett · Final molar concentration 2~ 61 X io•2 M

Group I

Er!Pmtion: (Sample)
10.00mlofSX10·2 M cobalt st.oak solution

2,0,po

ml or lt.~ X 10•1 M Disec stock solution

l0.00 ml of stock RaN0

3 solution

The above solutions 'We2"'e mixed, adjusted for pH and made to
100 ml.

CO (II) Final molar concentration 2.67 X 10·~~

Disee

~-

Final molal" concentn.tion ·s.~ x.1o•""M

lnt,py:at101u

Group II

(Sample)

2
.S:3.4 ml of 5 X io· M cobalt stock solution

4.oo ml of 1. ,Z. X io·l M Di.sec stock solution

10.00 ml of stock NaN0 solution

3

The above solutions were mixed, adjusted for pH and made
up t.o 100 ml.

92 ..

5. Solutions for the Method of Bent and French
2
Co (II) Final •lar concentration • 2. S X 10• M

..2 Group

PuPant1.on:,

so.oo

Ii-[.l:o] constant

Final molar concentration • 2. "39 X 10 ·M

DJ.sec

(Sample)

ml Cobalt stock solution (S X 10-2 M)

25.43 ml 9.,S I io•2 M D:laee stock solution
The above solutions were ndxed, the pH adjusted and the aolutton
made up to 100 ml.
Co (ll) Final molar concentration

D:lseo

=

Final mom conoontration •

9.~
.

X 10-~ M

Group II,

2.5 X io·3 M

(DiaecIJ constant

J!te~:

(Simple)
2.66 111. 9. '8 X io•2 MDisec stock .eolution
l.68 ml ,5.0 X 10·2 M Cobalt stock aolutj.on
Th• above solutions were mixed, the pH adjusted and the solution

made up to 100 ml.

co

Appendix C-.1~ Oxidation or

(n) to

co

(m) in the

presenoe or ''t>isec~

2.

Speetrophotometric Measurtnents

Rusmts:
1. Stock Co(I«>:;)z solution
2. stock "D1sectt solution

3.

Sod:l:um bicarbonate NaRa>
Code 2202 Lot

n11

Allied Chemical

3

Reagent

CCllpaJ13'

Bew York, Nev Yoric
~o

4. Hytil'ogen peroxide ())-)

2

COde 1808 Lot n.24.S Reagent--i' stabilized"

Allied Chsd.oal

Collpl?>1'

New York, New to:rk

s.

SUlturic acid H2S04
code 9681 IA>t :3]..485 Reagent

J.T. Baker Chemical CompllV"
Ph1llipsbarg,

H.J.

Procedure:

A l: 1 solution of CO (ll) ancl'"Disec" was prepared by
CO!lb1ning 2.0 ml

ot stock Co(B> ) 2 sol.ution with l.O? ml
3

of' stock "Diaec" solution.
.50.0 ml.

The solution was made up to

Other solutions having 1:2, 1:3, 2:1 and 3:1

•etal.•1:1.gand ratios were also prepared.

fhe above solut.1.om were combined 1d.th equal wlmes
ot

appronmatel.7

0.2 N H so4•
2

Sodiun bicarbonate waa added

until the solution tested neutral and an additional
were added.

FiTe milliliters of <y:Jf, B.i02

m

S grams

added and

ondation allowed to accur. 1h• characteriat1.c dark green

94.

knoWn as Durrant•s Bi~arbonate Green (26) was obsel"Ved

dUring the oxidation process. ·The pK of all solutlons

mu.sured greater th.an

8~

ta.thin one hour. all solutions had turned yell.ow.lsh
and arter·.tw hours some me turbid.

Precipitatiot'l occurred

in almost all cases ld.thin 24 hours.
Attempts· to take spectl"a gave maxima "Hhich were observed

to ahift position even as measureaents -.ere being made.

CiJ&Yhtions:
1. Volme or

co

(II) stock solution

1eo(II) 1 VCO(II)
(0.0,500 N) (V)

v

= »solution X

Vsolution

= (2.0 I 10•) N) (,50.0 ml) .

=2.0 ml

2. Volum.e of "Disec" stock solution

NDisec X VDisec
(0.09:38 N) (V)

•

v =

11solut.i.on X Veolution
(2.0 X io•3 N) (SO.O ml)
s::

1.07 ml

95 •

.Appendix Di-Table

or Absorption Ma:xima
Reterence

CO.pound

Solvent

Co (II)

3-12 M KOR

CO(NP,>2

Water

reocit201 6J2+

Water

(Co(C20~ 2]2-

Water

(Co(lm3)6J2+

Water

(Co(~)~+

Water

,56,480 m11

Water

,,4, 3131 3311
348 mp.

(66)

Water

~. $10

(Z.0)

(co(o-phen)

J2+

3

Co (II) -1111:,with

tet?'aeth1'lenepentamine

535;-SS,5162.5 mJi·

(28)

.510 Jill
Sl.3~ 510

(28)

1llJ1

534 mp.

(79 (66)
(79)

496~6o9 11}1

mp

(79)
(79)

Co (II) 1:2 w:lih

tetraetbylenepentamiJle
Co

(ZW)

Water

(m) compound•

(Co(NH )4(N02 ) 2JCl (cis) Methanol•
3

238, 327; 448 lllJ1

(4)

Water

2559356,440 mp

(trans)

n

(Co( en) 2<N02) 2JNo3 ( cia)
'

(trans}

(Co(pn}2(N02>21Cl

JC1 (cia)

11

"

2,50~ ~7.

2.50~

(trans)

"

[Co(en) 2Cl.SCN]SCN (ci1)

n

tt

(trans)

(co(en} 2ClJ102]cl (cis)

It

[Co(fJn)2Cl.B02Jlo2 (trans)

"

"

(trans)

(4)

'40, 435 mµ

(4)

"

S,O mp

252; :385.
450~ 625 •J1

(4)

(4)

450. 610 1llJ1

255,

380~

(4)

~o•

.510 mp

(4)

335, 520 11]1

(4)

337 i 465 JlSl1

(4)

24.5. '40. 466 mp.

(4)

360.

[Co(en>:ztm:flJSi>6 (cis)

(4)

433 mp

2ZIO~ 390~·

"

[Co(pn) 2~JC1 (trans)

n

240.

(tr&rJS} "

[Co( en) 2CJ.2

325; 438 mp.

11

(4)

Sl2 llJ1

(4)

(4)

96.

(eo(en) 2(NH,> 2Jc1, (cis)

Water

[Co(pn)2(NH3)2]cl3 (trans)

tt

(Co(NH3)4Cf4J»o:rH20

ti

(Co(mt ) c2o4)No ·~0

3

ft

(Co(NH3)_sC1'04JNo3
(co(en);f+

"
"

(Co(l•pn)2(N02)i]clo4~H20

u

35

338. 470

,,a.

m}l

(4)

470 mp

(4)

:356. 512 11111

(66)

,500 Jl1)1

(66)

.'.38.5. 546 lll}1
320 then 36o mµ

(66)

440 mp

(54)
(75)

97.
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